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Editors i Preface

This volume contains the manuscripts of research lectures

by pre-doctoral participants in the sumer program. The staff guided

the selection of the students i topics with several goals in mind.

One goal was to isolate that part of a problem which might prove to

be tractable in an effort of eight weeks or so. The more important

goal was to find "open-ended" problems which would continue to

challenge the student after his return to the university.

The degree of direction by a senior participant varied a

great deal. In a few cases, there were frequent conferences and

discussions about fruitful avenues of approach. In other cases,

there was essentially no contact except one of encouragement and

interest. 'The efforts cover a wide spectrum in originality also.

Some of the reports represent a more extended study of material

presented in the course of lectures others are original con-

tributions which are being prepared for publication.

Because of time limitations it was not possible for the

notes to be edited and reworked. The reports may contain errors

the responsibility for which must rest on the shoulders of the par-

ticipant-author. It must be emphasized that this volume in no way

represents a collection of reports of completed and polished work.

All those who took part in the sumer program are grateful

to the National Science Foundation for its encouragement and

financial support of the program.

Mary C. Thayer
Wi11em V.R. Ma1kus
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Transmission through an Atmospheric Critical Layer

John R. Booker

I Introduction

Prompted by the desire to know whether gravity waves at

the Earth's surface can significantly affect processes in the

ionosphere, I will consider transmission of disturbances through

a shear layer 0 In particular, I will look at the effect of a

critical layer where the wave phase velocity equals the local wind

velocity. Since the initial value problem leads to a non-invertible

Laplace transform, the problem will be treated as steady. However,

there will be ambiguities in the steady state solution. Therefore,

the problem will be formulated initially as a time dependent one,

pointing out how the initia1.va1ue problem wil~ resolve the ambi-

guities, and then returning to the steady state problem.

II Formulation of the Problem

Consider the following two-dimensional model of the atmosphere

Lx -- i 1

v=~
z :: + 1

~ 7J:: 1f r:

2 :; -1

with the assumptions that:
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(l) ii = (V(%:) + lJ) w)

(2) Vlj VV are small quantities

l-'d d) d(3) \.õt: +11 'ax. LL;;) u. ê~

(4) viscosity and rotation may be neglected

(5) W(?=-1)= eeUeX.

(6) W(t'.r 0) :: 0

(7) the fluid is Boussinesq

(8) N~ = constant

(9) Nl '/) 1

Then the problem is to find, as "t -7 00 , the ratio between W at

the bottom boundary and vV in layer (ii).

The model that I have chosen is advantageous because it

locates the critical layer (i.e. at ~ = 0 ), has a tabulated math-

ematical function as a solution in layer (i), and has a readily inter-

preted exponential solution in layer (ii). The fluid has been made

incompressible, with the belief that none of the essential physics

will be changed. Only the exponential increase of velocity with height

changes.

Now, with the preceding assumptions, the Navier-Stokes
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equations become:

(1) Momentum -

't component

u.t + VUX+ wVr + T-lx = 0

'2 component

Wi; + V Wx + rr + t 'P;! :: 0

.(2) Continuity --

lÁ't + Wr ,~ 0

(3) Conservation of potential temperature

()t + lJOX - N:'w = C

where cr is the buoyancy force per unit mass. Eliminating LA,

p , and r:. , these equations reduce to:

(~+u-h)(Wi!.+W,,)-U..~+LJ~)~ +N'w" = 0
,. tkx

Now let W= we and Laplace transform the above equation.

/I r,. _pt dt
W = J. we

where: R (p)::O :. w't~C)= 0

. This operation leads to:
1-

1\ r k).N
W'lè - L(~HL kV)'i +

~KV,=: + k,7.l VI:: 0
(p+t.KV) i

For p -- 0 , this equation reduces to Scorer i s equation

for the steady state.
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AI + l- .ft.:l _ i.:l _ -L~.~_ J w :: C\v;;'"... ,'\
. ..' 11"" 1,:-

To complete the formulation of the problem, boundary and

matching conditions are needed. I have already given the boundary

condition at ? :: - i . At t = CC , it is required that the energy
n

radiation be upwards. This is equivalent to W == 0 at 0(

for the initial value problem. The matching conditions are that

the streamlines are tangent at the interface and the pressure is

continuous.

The tangency of the streamlines implies that:

,A .?,
Wi (+ i) = VV~ (+ i)

,'\ /\
where \lVi and 'vVi. are the ve locities in layers (i) and (ii)

respectively.

The second matching condition may be easily derived by inte-

grating the differential equation across the boundary:

2. . .. .. 'k-V /\

J L Wlè - ((~(+L~it ~+-L~~) + k') \1\ J J? = 0
I " ,"1: L!~ l~ vV 7- _ )'-1\ ~((P~: lIt + i) 'l

7 + 1. yJ.r
i I i

Everything on the right-hand side is continuous across the inter-

face, so the inte gra 1 is 0 I might add that the right-hand

side is essentially the integral of the pressure, the matching con~

dition is therefore:

VV2r -~Vl~ = lP~l.~1J~JW(1;;!~1.~2)
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But, U - 0:2i:

U1X- :: U"

~~ (i) - VI~ (i) = L -~~~ûJ W(I)
Finally:

In the steady case, this condition reduces. to:

Rr (i) - W'-: ( i) =w (i)

III. Solutions

(a) 1a ye r ( , U= V ~ ' i r = 0. 0", ) l/:.r

The differential equation becomes:

W - r_ IV 'i't i. :i.j k'lJ W = O.
..tT: Lc p+L ~ U~ ì=)

i

If I let W -: (p + ~ 'K ~ r ')ï: F (~ + i. \\ è ) the differential equa-

tion transforms into Bessel's equation and the solution is:
X

Wi :: (p +'i K 11 ì: ) :i (A J'I (~ + i. k r) + B J_y (-& + ~ 10 = ) J

(i N')..where: V = Y - U".. :i , which is a pure imaginary number.

For the time independent case, this solution becomes:

~ :: tt LA Jy (L K =è) +"B J_v ct. K a ~

(b) layer (ii) V = U;; V=ëï: = 0 '

The differential equation is:

WH - L(p~¡'/(k~)'+K'JW "0
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Let ( N"2K'2 .klJ-: +k'J)J-p+i.K v:'"

The solution is then:

Â
W:¡

n lJ'i
= toO e. ;-

-.ß2.
J)e

As P -/ 0 , the exponent becomes:

N2 ~
¡3 = ( k'J - 172 ) 2-

D

Theoretically one could now plug the time dependent solutions

into the boundary and matching conditions, solve the system of equa-
A

tions for A, B, C, D, and invert the expression for W2 to obtain

vv~ However, the Laplace inversion is very sticky, and all that

one can hope to do is to look at the aSylptotics as t: -/ CX.

Except in a region around ~:: 0 where the solution is foully

singular, and takes a very long time to settle down, one can use the

steady state solution. Looking at the steady state solutions, one

can see that two ambiguities arise. First, r-Y~J)J (i./t-:) has a..
branch point at r -: O. Second, W-i has two parts, only one of

which represents a wave whose energy propagates upwards. However,

one can easily resolve these ambiguities by appealing to the initial

value problem.

iv Resolution of the Ambiguities.

(a) Branch point at è,: 0:

For small values of its argument, A bessel function may be

represented as:
~ (X) = X Y
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Thus, for small p k . and r
A .

small, \Vi (?) is made up of

terms of the form:

I ¿ p )fi.
\. z. - .--Uc k

where ~ ,is some number. This expression has a branch point

l. p
at t -: - which approaches the real è- axis as p -7 0.

UÐk

What I want to do is discover, for p -- 0 , which way to go around

the branch point if ~ is to be a continuous function of r

This is equivalent to finding which way the branch point leaves the

real e axis as l becomes non-zero. Now:

~ - ..
- LllS k

R(p) ~ 0

therefore: I (è) '? 0 and the branch point is above the real :2-

axis. If the branch is drawn cut to + L 00 there is no discon-

tinuity in (:r - i..)ot as
l. K

R (~) goes from t CO to - CC

,."
f::-:

'¿' branch cut
(.

ç~ ~ ,. R (~ )

Let:
Z! -

Î. -p r-eL4J-- ::
1. k

then:

(re L~ f'1

l'(1lîlrl+~1)
== e
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and as Z! goes from + CO to - 00 1 goes from 0 to

- 7T As P -- C , the branch point approaches the real axis,

but ~ must still go from 0 to - -i as ë goes from + 00 to

~

~(,
c.
~
'-
'.

~
~ E

~G)'1
-\

?- Y? (?)

Therefore, if I restrict myself to 7: :/

~ :; ~
4 ;: CIv

2- .: .-
q' :: - ii'-"

Hence:

(+~)(y= ery
(/yi VI J ~ i - i. (i(ii

(-t). =E:

1;:1

rI~
Thus the following prescription for continuing? ( around r - :~~ -- is:

(1, ,
I ,( .-L
\.-~) :: é.

'7 I)I (+r) (

(b) Upward travelling wave:

In the initial value problem, the assumption is made that for

all t ¿ OC , W:z(oc) =. C Thus the question of which solution

represents an upward-going wave is answered by determining, for
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A
\~(p))O, which part of \/~ goes to 0 at z:= 00 .

/."¡ k'2(i N'2 )
I.J :: + (p.; i. K Ûq 'f

Separating this expression into its real and imaginary parts:

where (; and

/(2. i r
I.. :: - )' - l ct

r-v are both real and positive.

l J'

G¡

èl
-,~,-

'" .:

(-- (32.

Obviously only ¡3i has a negative real. part. As p -., C , (31

approaches the imaginary axis and the soluti~n I want is:
. r N~ J+(, Kl::r.-I

W ~ = C C lC

V Calculation of the Transmission Coefficient:

My program now is to plug the steady state solutions into the

bottom boundary condition and the matching conditions, solve the
"'

linear system for A, B, and C, and compare ) \,\J;' I to the amplitude
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of the input d is turbance, ) e I

The set of equations found are:

(i) c-il:i,J¡; (-ik)A tt-f)\(J (-Lk).B =" e-)J

(+ i)~ ,rl Uk)A + (+ I)Y:ilv (L k)B-e ßC "" 0(ii)

( ii i) ( + I) Vi' (i. k J~/ (L k) + i Tv (L K ) J A +

+ (+ 1)J1 (~k J_,~: (i k) + t I.v ( l k)J B ~C¡3 -t 0,:: tC = c

The solution for C is:

l.i((_i;-l( + ife -ßrt (l'I\)J~~(il\)-I'¡t Li.k) J; (l: ¡~)J f:.

C =: iV,rT(-ik):'iLk)-J tik)J~(iK)lt(ß+l.')r-r (-Lk)1 OÎ~)-j-(ii'-)J- (-LI~)l
i~ )1 ,- )1 -v )., 'j , L"-'¡ -v -)) )J.--

Now, assuming K is small, letting Y :: i.,). 1 and (3 = ; b , and

using the prescriben continuation around ~ = 0 ,

leI =
!el

r (J i. "b h ) v i ' i 2- -J Yj
iyA. c. f\)L ¡ 1+ 5 i n .F ij n + -t 5 Ln ì t) ¡U I!

- T\.", lei
¡

N ?.
I have already assumed that .- )..U:i "/c

.A.L:: b -.. J!. .) U¡:I')- i1 =: sL"(h p" iT = -h f..0Î1)

Therefare

and ~'L reduce s to:

-).-L iT
-T :: er
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VI Discussion

It is extremely interesting to note that the presence of

-). ii
the factor e in the transmission coefficient is a direct

result of going around the branch point at ~ = O. I am very

tempted to conclude that Tr is the transmission coefficient of

the critical layer. I can examine this conclusion by looking at

the reflection of a sinusoidal wave by an interface with the same

matching conditions as those between layers (i) and (ii) in my model:

~ l CE L,I r

l-;: 0

Wi

if .
í\ i.)Jr
Tï£ + r Be -L).:r

J

(i) w,~ (0) - V'I2.? (0) == WeD)

(ii) Wi (0) = \A/i (c)

Plugging Wi and W,- into (i) and (ii) and solving for

1í3j/A\ '
lEI _ I---
¡AI 2p

If, as has been already assumed'f~ ~~ i , i will have only

minor reflection at the interface. The conclusion reached above is

therefore strengthened. I might add that, for large enough ~ '
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~ Xone can ident ify 2 2. J¿,. as an upward moving wave and:z;i J. t.,u as a down-

wa rd mov ing wave. Then if one ,ompu t e s I \¥, (downward) ~ I IV (upward) I

above the critical layer, the answer is the same as for the pure. . II.sine wave, i.e. /~fL

In conclusion, I would like to add several comments. First,

since j.( is 5 or greater in the atmosphere, Tr is a very small

number, and thus very little energy ever gets through the critical

layer.

Second, it is easy to show that i VV (downward) 
I ~ i ~~ (upward) \

be low the critical layer is just the value one expects if a wave trav-

-). ife lling upward loses a factor e going

layer, Y~).L at the interface reflection,

up through the critical

-u'/T
and another, € / coming

down through the critical layer. In other words, the critical layer

is an absorber not a reflector.

Finally, I have not been able as yet to fully understand the

physical process involved in the critical layer absorption. That is

I have found no way to predict from the physics of the problem. that a

-i ïf
wave will decrease its amplitude by a factor E. as it passes through

the critical layer. More important though, I have found no way to pre-

dict that this decrease in amplitude is independent of critical layer

thickness and only depends on the source and receiver being on opposite

sides of the layer and far enough away from the layer so that the local

solution is nearly steady state.

Acknowledgment: I wish to thank Dr. Francis Bretherton for his patient

guidance throughout this project.
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Energy and Momentum Transport in Lee Waves

Hans C. G. True

This work deals with an investigation of the transport of

energy and momentum in winds blowing over mountains. It is assumed

that the wind velocity is a function of the vertical coordinate

only, and that the Boussinesq approximation is valid. Furthermore,

it is assumed that the Brunt,V,äisä1ä frequency is constant. The

aim is to achieve a better understanding of the physics of the flow.

The problem considered is the following: Given a steady

two-dimensional flow'" with N constant over an infinite plane.

To the time t:. 0 we "switch on" a mountain range on the bottom.

This mountain range disturbs the fluid, and we assume that the

characteristic dimensions of the mountains are such that the dis-

turbances in the fluid are small compared with characteristic quan-

tities in the basic flow, i. e. that ~, p, and.t all are smalllJ -Po ..o
compared to unity. Here small letters and subscript denote

disturbance quantities and capital letters or subscript 0 denote

basic flow quantities. We can then linearize our equations.

A coordinate system is introduced in the following way:r V(;;) i: ~i.r('a)
h (x.)

'. ,
x

li(;dt~o
't

~ -

, -' " .. .. .-- -

.'-
"of an ideal gas
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We neglect viscous effects and heat conduction and assume

furthermore, that the flow is subsonic and substitute therefore

11 + U) W J Po + Pi and so on into the Euler equations and obtain

under the assumptions mentioned above the so-called Scorer's equa-

tions for non-steady motion:

I

(1) Ut -i1fux +- W U;e + 10 F;x. = 0

(2) Wt +- Ó + Wi-V +-,L"P¡ := 0)0 l:

(3) Ux 1- W., :: 0
"-

(4) cç + 0; V - w N := 0

where u) W, t:'1 and ó:: ~~ all are continuous functions with con-
~o

tinuous derivations of time and the space coordinates X and ~
,. I _ 'lThe Brunt-Väisäiä frequency IV:: ;; vi! where J- denotes the

potential temperature. p is the density, p the pressure and d

the gravitational constant.

By eliminating U) Pi and Ó we obtain the following linear

partial differential equation for \I

('cOt + 1f ¡iÒS (W" 1- VI., )-1'". (ê~ + LV - i~ n,) vi, · C

If we, in this equation as it is normally done substi-

tute a disturbance function which is sinusoidal in X and t ,we

easily see that the differential equation has a singularity for that

or those values of 2- , which make 1f = l; , where
w
K

is the
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phase velocity in x-direction of our disturbance. This value of

? is called the critical layer (subs. the critical layers).

Concerning the important effects of that layer, the reader is

referred to the paper by John Booker in this volume.

From now on it is assumed that our disturbance functions

are periodic in X We arrive at our energy equation by multi-

plying equation (1) by V , (2) by yV and (4) by Ó and inte-

grating over a volume which conviently can be chosen so as to have

the length of a period in x-direction. By doing this we realize

that the contribution stemming from multiplying (l) by \J will

vanish, because all terms in that expression will be periodic

functions in ~ integrated over their period.

We then obtain the following expression:

r~ ¡~~ nW)+1J~ V~W)+vwv.+w~,lQ+l (Uli, +Wp,,)Jn = 0

By substituting W= 6t-; 'ÌV /l6X?- we obtain:
tV

~); ~~ -0 lw\ ~:)+V~ 0'+w'+ ~:)+ UWv. J!Ü + itlip,,+Wf,¡Jd!1' C

Using the fact that ctv ': ~ 0, where 'l:: (L'i 0, w) we obtain

the following equation:

ffJ ;t:(U\W+ ~:)ein= -Kt lu'+w+ ~:)"ìl.d4- )):,!'.4lJ:U"uwrAtl
rl. j! b~+ an outgoingIn this equation cLn is a volume element and

normal vector on the element dl of the closed surface r of the

volume _rì.
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If we now define the quantity ft (u"'+W"'+!l:;) as the energyi lv
density £ , we can write the equation in the following way:

AL~~ dSl = - §:v. ci - l\I't' 4l - Kif;' vwdD
The vector £ lf is the energy density flux vector. The

energy balance has been established only for the disturbance

quantities. The part of the energy density and the energy den~ity

flux stemming from the basic flow are however not important in

connection with this problem and have therefore been left out.

Equation (5) states that the change of energy density with

time because of the disturbance, is equal to the net energy flow into

the volume plus the work done by the pressure forces on the volume

plus an energy term, which consists of the work done by the momentum

flux in z-direction and the work done by the basic flow on the dis-

turbance or conversely.

By integrating the last term by parts over r , we obtain:

§)2~ ,1 : -J1Ell'~ - J( p,t.~ - ~J((r;uwdd ~.~ a¡ L!,,'d. \ t, w)HL)F I¡: ))¡: 2-1 J))..'1
We from now on assume that the disturbance functions depend

sinusoidally on X and that the dependence on t can be written on

the form of an exponentially growing or decaying trigonometric functic'D..

I~.i\ _i(Kt -w,.t) . i- "it'JJ -t¡)~ t
I () A It L 1\;( -'- e

w:: 2' W %.. e + w (i:)e
- L

1- f" -l (~~ -vJ.,t) "'I ¿(l\X -Wrt)l e ~LÙL tU :: 2, II W¡ e - \A.! e

I r" 1\:1 "if" J -lWit i ir-",:, -2ì(KK-wrt) 
".,A't ~¡(",x-i.t)J -2W¡,t

UW:= -1ìl~ rWI:-w w.. e t Ll/K W~ e -WW:: Eye
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where asterisks denote the complex conjugate function. ú)~ is the

real part of c. and Wi is the imaginary part of W

We shall now calculate the two surface integrals

II, p,l ''J T (tVff~Wcl,ljf
( 6)

From equation (l) we have:

_ fo r(W1' _ )(Wi: -ì(Kx-W(t)_ ~ ¡(KJ(-Wt))+1J (Ýfe-¡l~J(-w(~~* edM'(1))Je-¿Ùí~pi -:r ~ k 1J i-e TKe t III ,1\
.t r W _t.(K'~-Wl't) W~ l(K¡(.wrtìJ -w¿tt ; Wt K~ e t 11 e e

If we consider this expression we see that it contains a

term

By calculating the remaining terms, we obtain:

(( p, y. 4t. ~ 1;' fí" wcLxd j t =~~ ~F 1 i(..

( J;('W ~(Wr _t() w,1I i.¡ ~(Wi' -ii:. -M.': L( ))e -:l Wit d. ~J. +
~ -- -lJ -:e-~e ..e 'K e /'Î K i K , '\ i l\' - x,~ . JiLì fR (w -i( ) iI¡C )X~ -it ~ w. Lll)¿-tw;"d~. +

+lYt14 TKe -i"e ¡",e '"e K~ "l . ..1t. 1 j'l..
W' r (i.¡ ¡N.i.( ) w* a ))/ Wi -\.l)_ Wi' e L. ( ))e -:iW¡td. Ã +l. t lJ .f \; K ~ e + K~ e. L TK e i. K 1\ ¡r ê
ft.. w;X"'(il _l() w* it )(.. -Lt ) 

"',...Ll ì) -2r.1.td 1 ..++ .. -i ~e - ~e we t tv ~ e 'I Jl' K 11( IK ~I
i
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L-/o j'i(\w -il) W., U )ì(.~..-i( l w"'eì.( ))e--iwitdll:..t
1- -11 -Ë -~,e jW;; .. )(..'1 ~ l~ 1\\ ê-,'i( , i t Jt')

(".tJ W' f 1-".. -I.) w* tl ))(A -I L) A II d)) _:lW¡ 'J+ ~ (Wi e -+ 2. e. i we 4- wee a.~4- 1('- K'l e.¡
i

The first three integrals will vanish if we choose X i '

and X-i such that their difference is a period. When we integrate

over the same length in the last three integrals, all terms con-

-~¿(I\'t -wrt) J,t(KX-f..,t)taining e and e will also vanish. We are left
with:

?

(to oJ)' ( _ 0~" *" _ " "'1) .fw¿ (X _'1 ) 

(WW'" + w"'w ),1 ;_:iw¡,r, ? l(.. "X, W Wi WW'è t .t ¡çl ,¡ 1 r i: ~:4, K ~l
Our energy expression now is:

§ß~ dn rC %~'if -lx,-xi\C'JY~WL)(uWft ií~lJf.(uw)dJl

We have now found that the energy producing terms can be

split up into two parts one which is proportional to the dif-

ference in Reynold's stresses at two different heights with a

Cii-1-W¿
factor of proportionality equal to ~-- and another term which

expresses the work done by the basic flow on the disturbance or

converse ly.

If we have a sceady flow purely sinusoidal in X. and t(W¡ -: O),J

it can be shown that ,,~ (u W) identically vanishes by integrating

over a period in x-direction.

Ô \ (" 1\ l " ';" )
'OS (Uw) :: 4LI' WWn. - W We.. +

something which vanishes by

integrating over X
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If we apply Scorer's equation, which is in the form:

Wn -t (F)w= 0

w:¡ + LFY' wl# 0

and correspondingly for the complex conjugate:

where r- ~ F(w; k;~ N')

we see that the products
" .1 ~
WWìiii

A "* A
and W Wëe. are equal provided

"*

rFJ =(FJ i.e. provided W is a real number, which we assumed 
0

This means that the Reynold's stress is independent of height.

The equation then reduces to the familiar result for

steady flow:

ff/1!'~ = 0

It is interesting to notice that the influence of the

mountain range will not be expressed explicitly in this form of

the energy equations. If we however consider the energy transport

in a moving reference frame we must add a term which expresses the

work done by the mountains on the fluid flow. This term will be

of the form: Drag x velocity of reference frame, where the drag

is assumed to be a very small quantity. If we choose a reference

frame, where the waves are steady, i.e. a frame moving with velocity

Wr
1\

we obtain the following relation ( OJr in our new system will

be equal to zero):

t~:~D. = - ~;1!: c! - i t,-t, \ ~' fp. oW J:~+ §)f 1/ ~; (vw)UH W 7)i W W
where V:: V - -t and is the work done by the mountain per unit

time. The energy equation does not tell us anything about the energy

transport in the vertical direction it only informs us about the
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amount of the energy which stays within the volume and contributes to

an increase of energy density with time.

We now finally apply this result to John Booker's calculations

and we choose our limits r, and ra, close to and on both sides of

the critical zone. Within that region of course the work done by

the mountain range VV will not be included in the equation, because

the lower limit ?, normally will be above the peak of the mountains 0

John Booker found that the amplitude of the disturbance func-

-ft íitions within the critical zone decreased by a factor e , where ~

is a large number, which means that the Reynold's stress will decrease

- '-). ir
by a factor e

If we look at equation (7) we see that the term determining the

exchange of energy between the basic flow and the disturbance flow

field is very large, because ':a (VW) will take a large numerical value
?:i

Furthermore, the energy production term (~¿ u~
i?,

in the critical layer.

will be large because of the large difference in Reynold s stress at

the two layers r, and 2.. As we have no energy transport in the

vertical direction, this increase of energy within the critical zone

must result in an increase of disturbance energy density and eventually

also in an increase of the basic velocity 11 Th is leads to a rap id

increase of the amplitudes of the disturbance quantities and therefore

to a breakdown of the linear approximations within the critical zone in

Booker's mode l.

Although the energy equation in this form can not explain the

energy propagation in the vertical direction, it indicates what happens
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to the energy of the disturbance fie ld in the critical zone while

this zone is developing. We still do not know, however, why any

energy at all goes through the critical zone.

The Shake-Up Problem

Steven C. Crow

Introduction

When an ord¡nary man wants to excite a vortex in a

cocktail glass, say he shakes the glass around in a tight ci~cle.

The fluid swirls around, splashes, and soon begins to spin. The

experiment can be repeated more decorously with a chemical flask.

Anyone who has taken a chem lab course knows about the intense ly

concentrated vortex that can be formed by shaking a bulbous wash-

bottle. The phenomenon is striking and accessible, yet it has only

recently been noticed in a fluid mechanics laboratory and has received

no theoretical attention at all.

How can I shake up a vortex from scratch anyway? I don i t spin

the container. I hold it in my hand and move my hand in a circle,

Viscous friction against the container walls can only cause a vortex

to decay. I should be able to do the same thing with an inviscid

fluid. But doesn't Kelvin's theorem (conservation of circulation

around closed fluid lines) forbid the introduction of vorticity then?
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The splash is the mechanism which drives vorticity into the

fluid. The shaking doesn't generate vorticity directly it gen-

erates surface waves which carry angular momentum irrotationally c

When a wave breaks over, the fluid volume ceases to be simply con-

nected, and circulation deve lops as shown:

When the waves break and collapse the fluid ceases to carry its

angular momentum irrotationally and spins up.

But why does further shaking concentrate vorticity and leave

a compact vortex column near the center of the container? Apparently

a rotating acceleration field can concentrate vorticity already

present in a fluid with a free surface. An easy way to get a

rotating acceleration field is to tilt the axis of rotation of a

spinning vessel of fluid slightly off vertical. The fluid will reach

nearly solid body rotation at an angular ve locity ~ directed on

angle e off vertical. The acceleration of gravity will not be con-

stant in a coordinate system fixed to the vessel, but will have a

horizontal component of magnitude ~ ~ e rotating at an angular speed

-- ~ That small, rotating acceleration generates inertial-
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gravity waves which concentrate vorticity into vertical sheets and

filaments. The resulting non-steady flow is usually considered a

great nuisance. Turntables for free surface experiments must be

leveled very accurately to avoid it.

Fultz (l965) is the first to have found the phenomenon worthy

of special experimental work. He produced intense vortices near the

axis of a tilted rectangular tank and speculated on the wave mechan-

ism for their generation. I conducted similar experiments in a

cylindrical tank to make sure the vortices depend on surface wave

motion and to see their structure and manner of formation.

The Experiments

The experimental setup is shown below:

n

'10 rte X i

Bin, = H

motor

The tank was 8 5/8 in. in diameter and was run at 60 r.p.m.; the speed

was not continuously variable. I tried all kinds of flow visualization
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techniques hydrogen bubbles, a dilute suspension of aluminum

flakes, permanganate dye, fluorescein dye, pepper. Fluorescein

dye, bright yellow, brightly illuminated against a black back-

ground, was far the best for most purposes, but pepper lying on

the bottom showed how the boundary layer behaves there, and

aluminum showed a violent surging up and down the vortex column.

Deliberately tilting the platform 1 or 2 degrees produced

shear flow at all heights H. To produce a clean columnar vortex

I had to level the platform as accurately as possible and adjust

the water height (the only physical quantity I could vary easily

and measure) to give resonance in an inertial-gravity wave mode.

By making sure the water line matched a mark on the side of the

vessel within .02 in. or so, no matter which way the vessel was

turned, I could be sure the axis of rotation was within .004 rad.

of the vertical. The condition for resonance in the first accessible

inertial-gravity mode is

-ra. Y) (7. !i-g %) =
n"'R
1. 5'8 ~

(14)

That gives H = 7.85 in. The experimental vortex appeared strongest

when the leve 1 surface of the water was 8.2 in. above the bottom and

was altogether absent above 9.2 in. and below 7.2 in. (it is easy

to tell when a vortex is not there the dye descends in globules

and does not shear out). The concavity of the free surface, about

1 in. deep in the experiments, is eliminated in the theory by an
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artificial surface pressure distribution, so the experiment and

theory are not quite matched. But the fact that a vortex shows

up only near an inertial-gravity wave resonance when the axis of

rotation is nearly vertical strongly suggests that the waves some-

how sustain the vortex.

appears near the axis ~ A jet soon appears near the periphery ~

*See the photographs at the end of the paper.
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~
\" ----'~~~~/. (£

The instability at the center resolves itself into two

vortices of positive sign (f which move outward (g

\

.tB

One of the vortices wraps up the dye which was left at the

center (§ After seven or eight min. one vortex wraps

the other up to form a single loosely packed residue ø
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.,'"
\",

'\
i
i

i

j

(ß

Fresh dye injected at the vortex core is pulled into thin

sheets, and the .¡iihoie surface becomes striated G)

~""'-," i /" ",..
f

I

(j

After i:he spin up the flmii is almost two-dimensional

(§ (§ are top views of sheets ::Dd fil::ments of

extend through the whole depi:h:)f the fluid

Patterns
which

The vortex thus begins as :: campI ieated shear instability

The rotating acceleration field breaks lor eo 1 umns loose, and

the resulting vortex sheets finally wrap up into a column During

its formation, the dye patterns suggest p.\o-dimensional tur.'Julence

rather than a predictable evolutiono But once a column vortex is
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formed, the driving acceleration sustains it against viscous

dissipation. That balance might be accounted for analytically.

Theoretical Work

1. Equations of Motion and Statement of the Problem

The Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid and

a rotating and acce lerating reference frame are

dg. + l. .'\LL
êJt ", --

/ .. :2) ':
+ 9: ( t) + 2. a x ~ - 3 + \7L P - i 0. r = y \7 ~

n./J=O..

n is the rotation, c:(t) the acce 1eration, ~ gravity, ,. the

distance from the axis of rotation, P the kinematic pressure and

i) the kinematic viscosity. Experssions in physical variables

are marked with an (*) on the left. The boundary conditions are

-;'\

u. = 0 on solid boundaries~
.... ;i

p:: ~.n r at surface

The second condition is an artifice to remove the concavity of the

upper surface due to solid body rotation. It might be important

experimentally, it might have a focusing effect, but it is not the

fundamental phenomenon, and there is no point in distorting the

geometry to include it. Write

~r.t)=- ?(~lr)
*

Ll · \I u. :: \I r + w X LA;,",..". ,. ~
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where

t = )g~..~i (,0 ;: \J X LA..., c""

and
-~ ==\7 (;:-H)J

where? is the vertical coordinate and H is the mean height

of the fluid. Then for

p = p+ ~ + '3'£ + ~ (-z-H)- i D_-l":l,,'t

the equations of motion and boundary conditions are

eke -+ WXLA +2~Xl~ + ílp == vv~
ô t "- ,,,, .-

* \7, ~~ :: 0 (1)

Ll = 0 on solid boundaries,.-

p := Ë + ~. r + ~ ~ at surface ~ ~- H t ç

A periodic solution with the period of ~(tj is sought 0

Set 2 D.= f and non-dimensiona1ize as follows:

~Ct)= a.0-(t) where 0( is a unit vector

speeds --
P

~
t --
, --

lengths ~ 1-
-\

el.f

o.H

f-i -2
a.f

Eqns. 1 become
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d~ i ..
õ"t + £ ~'X!d+ ~X'~ + \Jp:: Re \J ~

.i .
t=c£+';.!:+rç ci j;=1+£~

(

where

r :: --
fH

E :: /':H

Re.:: H"'~
I)

In the experiments r- was about 0.3, R.tf was 5x105, and £. ,vas

between iO-2 and 10-30 The viscous term is thus very small except

near solid boundaries or interior shear surfaces. An interior

solution can be sought without that term if the transient part of

the flow can be recognized and dropped. The final statement of the

problem is as follows:

ou. L, \7
-- +- f; X i. + vp :: t. l)y, wat - ~ ~ ~\!.!:=O (3)

l."' h = 0 on boundaries 2:: 0 and ¡~:: R
- "-"-,,

p :: ~.! -r r r + £: ~ at ~:: 1;- e ç

and viscosity or an equivalent will be invoked to eliminate transients

2. Perturbation Expansion

It is useful to change the boundary condition at ~ = 1+ £. ç to

a set of conditions at ?~ 1 0 Integrate the vertical momentum equation

from -r:J to?=I.¡£r

P ('è-i):: ~..r + ri ~ + Ë~ (1) + £, ~~ (1) +0 (g'4)
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where W=u.. ~. At the surface W is the convected derivative~ ..
of ç , so

à(W-(r= i):: õ;t + f ~ (1)" 'i r -£ r~~ (i)+ 0 (E ~)

=: ~t: + Ë ~o ( ~ ,) + 0 ( E. ~)
(S)

where \)t is the horizontal divergence. ç can be eliminated

between eqns. (4) and (5) and a boundary condition on.~ b set..) í

up at r= 1. Now expand all quantities in powers of £. :

f=-fo..£ft+ ...

.P .
Eqns. (3), (4) and (5) yield the following zeroth and first order

problems:

zeroth order

d~ L. \7
dT + ;S1-Ih.,+ lfPo =0

n. u. = 0_0
LLe'n:: 0 a: ~ = 0 u_J.. __ wna

l& do' r . +-
'at = ~"t' -r + W- M ~ = 1

first order

ôu.~+RXLli+ Va,::
at: ..,. r

i1 .

P=-rf+ r + r '6vV, " "" o~

W; :; ~~ + Vi~ (i¿o ro)

LLt) 'l w""" ..

The curl of the zeroth order momentum equation is

( 6)

(7)
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d~o
at

';LLv~o
::

a r

(8)

a form which will be useful later.

3. Solution of the Zeroth Order Problem

The inertial-gravity wave response to a rotating acce lera-

tion ~ is sought, where ~ is perpendicular to the axis of

rotation k. Homogeneous solutions to eqns. (6) should be dropped

since they would decay under the action of viscosity. Viscosity

can modify only slightly the forced response in the interior of the

fluid if the forcing is done off resonance.

If C( rotates at an angular
-:1

W non-dimensionalized by f ),

~
ve locity W (seen from the

rotating coordinate system, with

then the sketch shows

%,r.,t :: rcø(4-ú~t)

within a phase factor. Switching

to complex notation, we look for solutions to eqns. (6) whose ~

and ;t dependence is given by the factor mp i(~-wt). In cylin-

drical coordinates eqns. (6) are

du. _V, t dfl = 0
ô:t 0 'ô r-
ÔVl) +- Ù" + ~ ~ =0
ò.t: ô tf

êl ~ + 0/î -= 0
'?.l '0 Z:
i (; (¡.II) + -i òvÐ + '?3 -0r òr- r lAc ¡. ~ "òz
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vr:o oJ -i=O

1)0 =0 oJ r-=- R

d l l(cP-wt)pc = - i w re. + rur
3t oi~::l

where Uo ~ ~) ~ are the radial, tangential and vertical com-

ponents of ve locity. Write

_ l-(4i-wt)
u.o = Uo e

.J.
Then the momentum equations give

íJ :: ~ (v,;dß - ~)o i_w-i\ (ji- ¡-

Vo = l-~l\~ (~~ - ~ Po )

: -i- .~w Ô'l

(9)

\Io

and the continuity equation becomes

i 1- (.r Ò Pc) _ fb _ (1- w~) '0 "-fa : 0
r 'òr Ò'r t""d ;¡ ~""'.OJ (7 ..

A solution satisfying this equation and the boundary condition

at 2::: 0 is

'I :: A 'J¡ (8 i) Cl k Z!

for
2 j.~(I_UJ':)

¡3 = f' W- ": ( 10)

By the first of eqns. (9), the boundary condition at i"'" R is

dP; :=
ôr

ló..
Wi
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That is satisfied if

f3 R 1n CpR) == (iu +I)J; ((3R)
(11)

and a set of eigenvalues (ß'1) is specified. thus

f& := :t A h J; ((3r¡ r ) f: kn il
(l2)

where k Yi is given in terms of f3n by eqn. (10). The functions

1; ~t) are orthogonal in the sense that

R

J ,. J; (An y- ) J I (13,1 r-) d ¡- ~ om f n
o

Thus the quantities Ari can be found from the boundary condition

at t -= 1 J
.. ri êl-¡; _.. Po.:,.(0 W:' êii!

A ::n

¿ Ari 1; (p;-t )(CN~ Rh + ri.~i;- M-'Y k n ) = /"

R

) ~ ~ J: ((3ri r) cl Y

(c. kl1 + f1kn si kh) (f(/" J;.. (A r) d. ¡-liv'" ) rn
o

(13)

or

A rotating acceleration field is simulated experimentally by

tilting the axis of rotation of the vessel a small angle e off the

vertical. In that case* ~=~e
E :. re

and the field rotates with an angular velocity --Sl in a reference

frame fixed to the vessel
Iw= --,

Then eqn.(ll) gives AR = 2.74, and eqns. (LO) and (13) yield a
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condition for resonance in the first mode. In dimensional form,

*
n 7_1'(

tl (1.58 ~) == - 1.58i (14)

4. The First Order Problem

The forcing functions of eqns. (7) can now be evaluated

in terms of the zeroth order solution, eqns. (9)-(13). The zeroth-

order quantities have the form

'("I ,t\..* -i (:p -wt)
U(l=- íXö(t'"*)e' \f-w /+ U.c (r-,è)e

so their products will contain terms independent of cp and;t

and terms with the factor €Xf:i 2 11(~ -wi). At this stage we can

hope to find a steady circulation driven by the steady part of the

non-linear coupling. Since the motions of frequency 2 iv are of

no interest, the problem will be formulated with the steady parts

only of the forcing functions included.

Let) 11 mean" steady part of L ) It By eqn. (8)

PI'" . "* .-)
A L~c X S:o J = t OJ ~r (~..c X ~ ç =' (If i À ¡ f )

Since

K,)i )A are the componentsJ,
-a rQ == VI ('è =: I ) ~

'at:

Pf~ + ç, dW~ ì =.. L c ò ô't r

of that steady body force.where

,¿ 1( + :-t (~/~~) - W~:2)
:: i. 2. .

_~ f Ue + 2Vc - Wõ J = IS (r- )

at ~:= I.

JJ?J Ql ..Finally, since .. Lo4 :: () for any forcing function term,
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J L\7' (~o Co ¡J = j\~ ~vCruoro)+ +-~tp (~Co) J

= : ~y (r -d t Un C J ) = ¡' ~ y ~ r (r (íL~ï~t - ~ *uo ) J

Since pc is real, eqns. (9) give

-i.j"" ..~--
U \I - \I LLc = 0o C 0

Hence the steady part of \7 -(Q-o Ço) is zero, and the body force

component Â is zero as well. In cylindrical coordinates,

eqns.(7) are then

Òâi - V, -+ d:~ =- K(r, ~ )

a V¡ + u. = 0

at;

d\. .¡ òPI =p(r-;:)

ô1: '0 i!

.. i- (r u I) + d W,_ = 0r or ô?
~=o of i:=o

ü,=oaJ;--:R

(lS)

Pl =r ç¡ + õ(r) 1

_ êJç, oJ ~:: I
wi - of

whe re I ~ c-ìi.. r-.J--)
k =Ti~ ~ \I - W; V;

i d ("'-* - ..+l~"\
)J = I'W 6'2 Uo Vo - Vc U-o)

( l6)

(~ ""* '" ""* ~ .r *"),J Io = ucUo + 'V ~ -\A ~ Q. r:::

Since the steady forcing functions do not depend on 4 '
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~ -derivatives have been dropped from the equations,

The obvious thing to do now is set the time derivatives

in eqns, (lS) equal to zero and solve for the steady flow, The

result is
IJ, = W; =. 0 .

I

( Vi - r C, J = ()r- - Ii' (~ i r ) - J fA r (r) G ) d E
=

but it is impossible to find Vi and (, separately, Any axially

( 17)

symmetric geostrophic flow is a solution to the homogeneous equa-

tions and can be added on. This is an embarrassing ambiguity,

since the vortex we wanted in the first place is such a geostrophic

flow. There was the same ambiguity in the zeroth order problem,

of course, but there we knew how to identify and reject transient

terms. Here we don't. The only legitimate way to resolve the

trouble is to retain viscosity explicitly. Another way might be

to solve the non-steady problem, to turn on non-linearity at t: o.

At first glance this seems inappropriate (if not absurd). But a

similar ambiguity is found for rotating flow about obstacles, and

in the cases where both non-steady and viscous problems have been

worked out, it is found that the asymptotic steady flow obtained by

Laplace transforms is the same as the steady viscous flow outside of

thin boundary layers. (Moore, 1963). The Laplace transformed equa-

tions of motion are formally identical to the steady equations with

a Rayleigh viscosity term added, a term proportional to the ve locity

rather than second space derivatives of the ve locity. This is a
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cheap way of buying friction without raising the order of the dif-

ferential equations.

If eqns. (lS) are Laplace transformed for zero initial condi-

tions, then the momentum equations yie ld iLi) ~ ~ VV in terms of Pi

i 'd- )()=- (k-s::J 1+5"" ôr

- -: -l (lE 1-( )
Vi 1+5'1 Õ ¡- -5

- _ ft _.. 'dA
w;- S:. 5 'ôa

whe u ~
p, (r¡=; $) = f p, C'i r,t)e -s1" Jj

o

etc. These expressions for i11 and ~ can be put into the continuity

equation, and the boundary conditions expressed in terms of ~ . Write

o = F(r¡ž:;s)i i S
~ = dM (see eqn. (l6))

Ô2
The problem is then

:i
5-: l'L(r(~-I'\)J+~. (F-M),=O

i + S~ r ò r \; 0 r ~ # \
d'- M)

2 :: 0 '0= U. - :: 0
-:

~ = 1 dd-z (F-M) = ~ (o--F) (18)

r :: 0 F ltnite,

r = R (~~ -k)- 0

The forces K,o- and M are complicated functions of l- and ~ .
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,~
But let us approximate ~ by the first term of eqno l2) (that

term can be made to dominate experimentally by exciting near iLs

resonance). Eqns. (9) and (l6) show

11 = (t-) (J -t ('£\1 r)

1\ = 1,( (¡ ) c-C~ J +-

under that approximation, where l. -= 2 r( , and "M and '71 are mul-

tiples of lcw~order Bessel functions. Set

F =- H (r;s)c.1!:r + ì' (i, r ~ 3)

Then the problem posed in eqns. (18) can be split:

(A). -Lei (rdH)_1.:l(l'¡S)H=il (_~J/)_l,-(l+si)J1l" -e Tr 5'2 yo TI i (\ S,;
19)t"=C H !1~~1e

r'= R ~~ ~ X(R)

(B) +lCr:J)-t 1+S.~ êi-"'r

-Z:2 ô~"il :: 0

r"" 0 Yì

l,niië(

l- :: R
011 ""
-¡ =- u
8.,

?:: 0 d!l = 0

dè

J

(20)

~:: I êl It, ..
dJ T ~ ( =1 !jIJt£ (H- Jv) t ~ (o--1f~1.)

(A) can be solved by variation of parameters and the result put

into the top boundary condition of (B). (B) can be solved by

separation of variables and r:he condition at ?= I met by expanding

the right-hand side in the same series used for l The result

is opaque even in the limit S -7 O. In the next section, the
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essential consequences of eqns. (19) and (20) are illuminated by

a simple model of the mathematics.

5. The Model Problem

The following substitutions transform the original problem

into the mode l:

(i) H~Y~ ~~~

(ii) Ò i 0 ( Cl-, -- r )---ôr r or èx.
( iii) l( ~ JV -;; constants

(iv) boundary conditions at X"" 0 are chosen to avoid artifi-

cial singularities there as S"' O.

(v) 1 +5': -- 1 ; that eliminates branch cuts atS=l i which

would add to the inverted result a term decaying alge-

braica1ly with time.

The mode ls of (A) and (B) are

(A) s'- 'i - i*y = - ~ 'J
xX

X=-Q Y=J¥

x=R ~::'K
(21)

1 :s 0
~t= 0

Ll - 0ù? -

~~t t ~:: l~rrl (y-JÆ)+ ~ (cr('t)-"/tb~)

'l
S ~l(;( + ~u

Y- ~ 0

'I ::R

~ 0(B)

(22)

? -= 0

r == I
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The solution to is

Y::A1tq
sinh -t.s
cosh lRs

(23)

A solution to (B) satisfying the boundary condition at è:: 0 is

~ = A sin Â X cosh ~;i -i

The boundary c;ndltion at X = R requires

CDS ~ R = 0 A := (2ri-¡)í\I' 2 R.

Thus
IX

LA :: ¿ A sin Ànx WCh SAn~
() h=/ n

(24)

The series is orthogonal in X from 0 to If 0 By eqns.o (23) and

(24), the boundary condition at ~ = 1 is

Z At)sivi ÀnX rs Ar/ình sÀy) t ~.. c~h SÀnJ

(j 1/ . h -t't l?
=ssinA.1\ SIY s + ~(a-(l()-JvUil)

cosh l.J? rs _ 53 ~J. ì( S;y¡ h-¥

1. l- C4 h .t R
s

But sình 6. = _ 21. ~h lR 2: (_/lSÌJ AnXS Rs S ?t" + £
\' s~

Suppose

d-lX) - Jv ~.L :: 2: an sin A1' x.

Then

An L sÌi.&lh sÀ. +l=h sÀn) = +t 2i;il ì +
R _ + ÌI"s.. 'I

s'l _n 2/Y1 'Ks"
+ -l an + ( ) r R. (l. À'" )s~ + 1'

(25)
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The analog F is

Fmoc1e I :: y CJ 1. 'r + ~

Thus the analog Laplace-transformed pressure is

Plmode I =
Fmode.l

S

(~

(26)

+ ?( Ørh t¡ 1 (!J.~ + Z Ah (5) sM À 'l ëchsÀI1?-.J ~h -tR. s ns -

The result of inverting this expression is a model for Pi

The completely steady part of Pi is the residue of eqn.

(26) at S=-O. As n1 0 d s ~ 0 )

An (5) -¿ .t - (_)Yl 2. 'tJ ìl
ì. 'l Ir\r¡ +-r

from eqn. (2S). Thus the steady part of the analog pressure is

M 1 ~ ran - (_)'r2 sJ.t kJ' Î
P¡'rnodel (s1eo.d~)=(/'( o. r +~-r -l si I\~x.I ' 11-1 2 I

ÀI1 +-r

(27)

The first term is analogous to the indefinite integral of the

vertical momentum eqn. (1S) for the steady flow: R = M. The

series is the pressure field of the analog geostrophic flow, the

ambiglious term in the purely steady, inviscid problem. The first

part of the series converges very rapidly, since the series in an
'2

must already converge without the Â n denominator. That part repre-

sents a very smooth field, nothing like a concentrated vortex. But

the part of the geostrophic series proportional to 'K does not

converge so rapidly. In fact, as r -- 00 ~
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Rmod, (&eosry-.) == C2R~ s1 i)x

for 0 ~ )( .c f?, and the slope of p, (geostr.) goes to zero

abruptly at X: R ~ Some such slowly converging term in the solu-

tion to the real problem may show the kind of vorticity concen-

tration one sees experimentally 0

The second term of eqn. (26)

7(

T
sírih cent;:
UJh

has an accumulation point of poles at the origin of the complex

S -plane. The inversion can be performed by summing the residues

inside the usual integration contour, and the result is

- 2 'X Cf l:¿ ~\ (-l c. e;t 4Í í\ 'I )(R ~~ À/In n
The higher the spatial frequency of a mode, the slower it oscil-

lates in time. At t: = 0 the expression sums to

( 2 R~ c. 1 ~) 'f

for O:E X .c R , and again the s lope goes abruptly to zero at X = R.

As t grmvs, the phase correlations among the lower modes are

broken, and the function oscillates about zero Only for high Ìi'r '

for which Ch .ethn is about 1 , and near the wall X:. R are the

phase correlations left int:act. Thus for large .. the function

represents a pressure boundary layer at the walL. That could have

been anticipated from the original first order eqns" (l5). At the

wall U¡ = 0 , so dv¡/òt =0. Thus V¡ = 0 also Then at the wall
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~ ::K(R/z:)

OW, + ~ = p(r;-r)
~ ô=-

and by cross differentiation,

From eqns.

d~
ò i-

(2(~) = ~- èJK Jòt 'Or 'Or 8;: l'=R

(9) and (l6) it is easy to show ~õr
~k .J-~ í 0 , so

must increase linearly with time at the wall.

The model of this section is not a physical approximation,

but a sketch of the mathematics of the problem posed by eqns. (19)

and (20). Those equations in turn are only an approximation to

eqns. (l8), and the relevance of eqns. (18) depends on the assumed

equivalence of Rayleigh viscosity and physical viscosity. for the

steady interior flow. The time dependent part of the flow found by

Laplace transformation has nothing to do with the original problem,

although it may be interesting in itse If. In particular, the boundary

layer sheet at the wall would be smoothed and steadied by viscosity

While confessing these sins I should mention again the artificial

surface pressure condition assumed right at the beginning. Much work

remains before any real theoretical appreciation of the shake-up

vortex can be achieved,
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Photographs

(a) a column vortex sustained by gravity waves -- Fluorescein

dye has been injected at the ~ore.

(b), (c), (d), (e) stages in the development of the vortex --

same as (b) ~ (d) in the text.

(f) side view of the phenomenon illustrated in (g) of the text --

sheets of dye continue to be sheared out of the vortex core.
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The Pulsational Stability of a Convective Atmosphere

Douglas O. Gough

Introduction

As a star evolves it may pass through phases where it can

no longer remain in stable quasi-static equilibrium" The instability

arises from the existence of growing oscillatory disturbances (over-

stability) when the conditions inside the star are favourable The

star then begins to pulsate with increasing amplitude; eventually

the structure of the star will be sufficiently changed so that the

pu1sational mode no longer grows, and the star continues to vibrate

with finite amplitude. Recently numerical calculations have been

made to determine when a star is púlsationally unstable to infin-

itesimal radial perturbations (e .g. Baker and Kippenhahn, 1962) but

the results do not agree well with observation. There are two major

reasons why this could be so 0 The first is that equilibrium struc-

ture about which the perturbation analysis was made may not have been

correct, and the second is that convection was disregarded in the

stability analysis, although it was taken into account to compute the

equilibrium model.

It has been observed that in the computed unstable stars which

lie farthest from the observed variable stars, convection plays an

increasingly important role in providing the energy flux in the

equilibrium model, and it seems likely, therefore, that its neglect

in the stability analysis may have led to serious errors. The calcu-
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lations of Baker and Kippenhahn were made to determine the positions

of the so-called Cepheid Variable stars. There is another group of

variable stars, however, with very long periods, in which convective

energy transport is probably important. Stability calculations on

these have found that they are stable. Could convection have the

opposite effect for these stars, and cause them to pulsate?

It is the purpose of this study to try to understand how con-

vection can affect the stability of a star. For a star in radiative

equilibrium, the instability arises in the atmosphere, to which the

pulsation is also confined. The detailed structure of the deep in-

terior is of little importance (Zhevakin, 1953; Cox, 1963), except in

so far as it provides the boundary conditions for the base of the

atmosphere. It is plausible that this will still be the case when

convection is taken into account; the weak convection which may take

place in the deep interior is unlikely to affect appreciably the high

damping of the pulsation mode there.

In order to understand the physics of the pulsational insta-

bility the simple one-zone model of Baker (l963) will be used. The

mode 1 was invented specifically for this purpose and concentrates atten-

tion on a single spherical shell through which a flux of energy flows

It can be clearly seen how the shell can tap the thermal energy and

convert it into energy of pulsation. Baker used his model only to

consider the stability of a star in radiative equilibrium, however, and

his analysis will now be extended to take convection into account, In

the absence of anything better, the mixing-length theory of convection
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will be employed, and for completeness a brief description of the

theory as usually used in astrophysics will first be given, Later

it will be found necessary to modify this theory to take account

of the time dependence of the mean properties of the atmosphere,

I. Mixing- lenßth Theory of Turbulent Convection

The starting point of the mixing-length theory is the

equation

He = ~ C p w e (L l)

where He is the convective heat flux, C p the specific heat at

constant pressure, W the vertical velocity and t the density~

In the atmosphere we neglect the effects of curvature and restrict

ourselves to a plane parallel layer with the z-axis vertically:up-

ward. The overbar denotes an average over "the horizontal coord i-

nates x and y, In a statistically steady state such an average

is a function only of Z 0 e is the deviation of the temperature

from the horiz:ontal mean defined by the equation

T(x;~i~it) ~T(?)+ e(x)~)~)t). (L2)

The mixing-length theory assumes that the temperature fluctuation at

(x, y, z) is determined by the arrival of a convective element which

started life at (x, y, zo)with approximately the local ambient

temperature, If we expand the temperature and its horizontal average

in a Taylor series and subtract we obtain

e(x,l tj)?:) t)
cL i cLT

(n -~ )(~-tø)+'u (1.3)
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where cL TL is the temperature gradient actually experienced by

the convective element. The next approximation is to replace the

right-hand side of (1.1) by the product of the mean values of each

quantity and multip ly by a phase factor Sf It is further assumed

that each convective element travels only a finite distance ~

the mixing-length, after which it loses its identity, owing to its

break-up by the ambient turbulent field. Since, on the average,

at any given time an element will have traversed about one-half of
--

its mixing-length, we replace z - Zo in (l.3) by i l to obtain

the mean value of e. The convective heat flux is then given by:

H =-l rO f Cp Lv l(L~ - ~~-)c 2 J ~~ d ~
The phase factor !f is usually taken to be unity and we. shall adopt

this procedure here.

The mean velocity ur is determined by equating the work done

by the buoyancy force on an element to its final kinetic energy.

Since the final velocity just before break-up is about 2 ùü we obtain

1- pC '1 c-,":) 'lr- i Oi I i.(~ (:' - fl \~ :i J cL~ d e ) (1.4)

where 1. 5 (' ell d'k\)' T .'" _ _ . .. is the mean buoyancy force and Cì,J. . cLi; i: d
gravitational acceleration. If the element always remains in pressure

the

balance with its surroundings

:! _ ~ == k (lI _, d- T)d~ cLi! T cl \è d:
where d = - ~~~~ ·
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Equation (l04) then becomes

~.2

úJ': =- -4' J) 1 d( cL T _ cL T )T d.? ci~ (1.5)

and the heat flux is
:3

"2 l;(eL T cL T):i

I-C-= 4 f Cl~ li ~ - di (1.6)

the lifetime

that there is no loss of heat by radiation during

f h . 1 h d' . cLT.ate convective e ement, t e erivative ~t is

If we assume

simply the adiabatic temperature gradient which is calculated

assuming that the element remains always in pressure balance with

the ambient medium 0 

( :~2d=
r -I i d. P ~-I T. cL P.2 -

d.è - .c1 11 .
r; "P ç -p

where ~ is the second adiabatic exponent of Chandrasekhar (l938)

defined by

(d ~ T_, _d- t- P ~d.
G -I

ç
Thus we may define the "adiabatic heat flux" H byc o.

-=(
fir- i r I~ ~ dT -

Head - -L t --l j i ( E ld. d.?:

This formula for He may be improved by estimating the loss of

heat by radiation (Vitense, 1953). The horizontal gradients in

temperature are, in order of magnitude, equal to the vertical gra-

diénts in temperature fluctuation, and hence we may estimate the

rate of loss of heat by an element by

.. rcl T cL T J
k'---S

cL': cL~
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where 5 is the surface area of the element and K is the radia-

tive conductivity.

But this is simply the difference between the heat flux pro-

duced by the element if it were to rise adiabatically and the actual

heat flux of the element. Hence

K ( ~: - t)5 ~ SA (Hca. - He )

_ -;-r(cLT) clï'
:: ~ Sii f Cp 1.0''' L \, d ?:4J - cLi J

l-
where ~ h is the horizontal cross-sectional area of an element.

Following Vitense, and taking Sh/s = ~ ' this can be rewritten

dT ciT-- - ~
(DL T \ d T~)ætl- õG

- I
- :3

w:l
-rtCp' (1. 7)

The factor i
3

is, of course, rather arbitrary. Equations

H Y: .c

-- 'fÓ Sf31 =- 0
IbT

( 1. 5) to

(l.7) may now be combined to yield a quadratic in, ""'I ..Il ~ -I i
(te,) (9¡d:r tH;+ i k (9 ~¡~) (pCp) H;-..

where h = ~~p and ß=(tL-1r is the magnitude of the supÐeradiabatic

temperature gradient.

The solution is

The parameter

3 ~4 3
1" nit) r la S (3 t J~J

He ~ Tt Cp 56 l'l L-1 +~+ J Tk'" )

3 d (Yr )f/¡lf

- -k:.

(1.8)

is the product of the Prandt1 number

and a Rayleigh number based on the mixing-length. If this is large,
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as is the case in the middle of a convective zone, the motions

of the elements are nearly adiabatic and (1.8) reduces to:

~.. ß Ó \ 3~
1-~ ~ t f Cp 1 \ ~ ß = He a.iL (1.9)

It should be emphasized that this theory holds only when the con-

ditions in the ambient medium do not change appreciably over a

mixing length, so that there is some meaning in retaining only the

first order terms in the Taylor expansions (1.2), (l.3). The mix-

ing length is usually taken to be one or two pressure or density

scale heights, and so this condition is not really fulfilled,

but the situation is even worse near the boundary of an ionisa-

tion zone where the physical properti~s of the gas vary rapidly.

In this case the path of the element should be followed in greater

detail (Spiegel, 1963) but this added complication will not be con-

sidered in this initial investigation.

II. Formulation of the Linearised Stability Problem.

We take for the independent variable the mass M lying in-

s ide the radius r- in the equilibrium mode l; this is then a Lagran-

gian variable which moves with the gas in a radial pulsation, The

equation of motion of the star is then given by

')òP _ _~(G:t1+ ~,.)
ãM - 4íii-'" y~ âti.' (2.1)

which is supplemented by the equation of continuity:

'OJ' =

oM
I

4 iT -r'òf (2.2)
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where t is time and G. is the gravitational constant 0 We are

assuming spherical symetry throughout, and the effects of vis-

cosity and turbulent pressure have been neglectedo The equation

of state is that of a perfect gas in a radiation field.

"P= )t pT
ß r'

L. P"AJ. _ ci T i.
w ruJ¡n- 11:: 0 I -

-- - 3 P (203)

Here ~ is the molecular weight of the gas, ~ is the gas con-

stant and CL is Stefan's constant. The contribution to the 1unin-

osity by radiative diffusion LT', is:

L., ::
., 'i T 'JhLf ;¡-a.cr- -

3 X
óT
'-aM

(2,,4)

where T\ is the mean opacity and c the velocity of light 0 The

energy equation is obtained by equating the difference between the

luminosities on either side of a spherical shell with the rate of

change of thermal and turbulent energies.

"OL _ _ i- (0 E) C 'dT . ~ -at? d (i -¡ :1)'
tJM - ò t \ + f: ''' - f ~ T T at - cH -i l- . (2.5)

-'-
where U is the mean-square turbulent velocity, which we shall

approximate by W;¡. . L is the total 1uminosityo Since we are con-

centrating attention on the atmosphere there is no nuclear energy gen-

eration and so no source term appears in equation (205). The energy

exchange during ionisation is taken into account by the variability

of & and Cp 0 Finally we require an expression for the convective

contribution to the luminosity, Lc;; this will be provided by the
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the radiative contribution.

mixing- length theory. The total luminosity is the sum of this and

L =- L". + Lc

Equations (2. l) to (2.6) together with an expression for

(2.6)

vide a set of first order differential equations in M for the

Lc pro-

dependent variables 'í ~ t) -p, T, L) L'l, Lc We shall now

assume that a static equilibrium solution for these equations is

known which will be denoted by y- ,0 -p T L L lo ) I 0) 0' c' c j 1'0) C. 0 '

and set

~( M, t) ~. Yo (M) t i + )" i ( M ) ;t) 1

with similar equations for the other quantities. The equations,

linearised in the time dependent. perturbation quantities become,

after t has been eliminated, using (2.3):

u = i I õ;(Y¡-'+ p') _ ~.: 'lõM 41íY;'?ci L J J
ô -- '
'OM :=

dl:' ::
?iM

-I
wrr 'í; f L 3'¡ + ex pI - & t ) ,

i d"T f 0' U i V I ( ) I)
- - .. 'Ly- - .1'- + /1j' P t )---if t~ eLM i

=-"Póo rct/-il+)JÊ/l
Lo fa ( J

0' _ Leo 0 i + L ÝO 0 i'( - L 0 1." Le 1. r

ôt
8M

(2.7)

(2.8)

J (2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

pressible in the form:

and we shall assume the perturbed convective luminosity to be ex-

i

¿c. :: Lc'l r Ii- L cp pI .¡ LeT" t.' + ~ (2. l2)
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where ~
~e '" I

is a function which disappears when -- a p - 0 , and
Õ M 'd/"l

Lc ( ) L CoF ¡ L Cí depend on the equilibrium state, and are indepen-

dent of time.

Here we have used:

~ ~ GM()o = =~ )
1'" ~

lCp
o~X )

~
o~ø? T

V -- to Eh
do lo

Cf'\ot- dr i

c= . i .e . ,) -y - ,
)l 6 at:

'õtc~ x. \ ~\)-( - - ? ex :: ,
l - ô,Qr;t; T L 'd to 'P1 ..i

and we have set

-î w:2 == Et = Ere fit E'(Mit)) .

c
. -I .

is a non-dimensional specific heat and ~ ' is a characteristic

mechCinica1 time scale for the portion of the star within a radius 'r(\

III. Baker's One~Zone Model

Since the coefficients of equations (2.7) to 2,12) are Lime

independent it is possible to perform a separation of time and "spa.;:e"

variables. If it is assumed that the time dependence is of the h.rm

""1(f't) = '/(M )e.st there remains in general a fifth order system of

differential equations in the space variable M which, together with

appropriate boundary conditions, provides an eigenvalue prob lem for

the time constant S The essential simplificatior¡ of the one- zone

model is to ignore, as far as possible, the space dependence of the

coefficients and the variables. We consider a single spherical shell

of gas having mass m lying somewhere in the interior of t he star
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The fluctuations
i tl

.. l r l are assumed to be constant throughout

the layer so that

"a.. ,

aM

ôl 'dt' = 0
~M ) 7J M

(3" l)

We cannot make such an assumption about the luminosity f1uctua-

tion, because its variability is an essential feature of the

i
physics. Only if ~ varies can energy be taken from the thermal

If D~ and PIt) arefie ld and converted into pulsational energy. ~~ ~
the non-dimensional luminosity perturbations at the lower and upper

boundaries, Baker setsl ii'
I ..u+-i¡.l, = 2 , 'di./

ôM
=

, ¡J i
.tv - '( Ì-

-r
ß'and then simplifies to the special case '-I. = 0 The latter approx-

imation would be quite good for a zone at the base of the lowest

pulsationa1ly unstable zone, since the centre of the star, as has

been mentioned above, does not vary much and provides an almost con-

stant luminosity. Even if the zone considered were nearer the sur-

face, this assumption would lead, in some sense, to the contribution

of the layer to the overall damping or excitation of the radial mode,

It might be possible to allow -( to vary in order to obtain a more

realistic mode 1, but this would complicate the mathematics, and we

seek as simple a model as possible. Thus we set

-a( 2~/::d M 'Y (3.2)

Applying the simplifications (30 l) and (3.2) to the equations (2.7)
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to (2.12) we obtain

-i ( ')'"(30 Lf-r'+l -Y'.~ 0,
1 -b i 1

3'r+O(r-ót =0,I i. 1
tr-/.-r+ fCp"p'+()-,.-4)t:. 0

C t i - P' .. ., K ( E ÈI + a~ .e' ) .

.e ':: L Coel .e' + I- Yò 0 iL c. L "L')o 0
0;= i I I
'(.. Lc'r'r + Lcpp + 

Lc:rt,

(3.3)

whe re
¡j 2 LeA,.1":: r-

yn 't 00 Cõ
and E:: 'lK . Within the framework of the

one-zone mode 1 it will be assumed that we may write:

_I E i C i ,1::: ri+i:pP+E,.i, (3.4)

Again t yo, E;. Er are to be determined from the mixing- length theory.

r( is essentially a coupling constant between the mechanical and

thermal behaviour of the system. As K -7 0 the coupling disappears

and the star pulsates adiabatically with its characteristic fre-

quetlcy~ 0; where

Bo =
3 c - L. (~C -b)

Cic-~

The period of pulsation is proportional to Od-I cC 'l~ M - y, ,

Since we expect the instability to be confined to the outer layers of

the star ÎD and ~ are approximately the total stellar radius and

mass, and we are led to the usual period-mean density relation. It

should be pointed out that this law arises from the assumed form of

the disturbance and essentially from choosing ''0 as the length scale

and t1 as the mass scale. The period-mean density relation is not in
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accord with observation (Fernie. 1964), but it is kncrwn that it

is only the atmosphere of the star which pulsates 0 If this is

taken into account it can be shown that the period is proportional

~ ~~-I
to "10 Ivl for a radiative atmosphere where the helium II ionisa-

tion zone, the seat of pulsational instabillty (Cox, 1963), has

been taken as the base of the atmosphere. The one-zone model

could be adjusted to take this into account but since it is un-

likely to reveal any new physics this will not be done, so that

the mode 1 retains maximum simplicity.

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) may now be combined to yield a sin-

tgle third order differential equation for ~
..1 1/ A"l ~¿B.' ¡ 3D i 0.. + 1îOë /' +Oõ ì + r(() y":: J (3,5)

where

B=

L~o (xT-0cZt~;rp
LG~ ~ ë -JÏ)
3 ë -4 (e.e -"is) l--JJ f.,

i: c - áJ)

-- .. ,\ ç L Leo
(4 ~ -3) Crt..- 4-) + Lj & (r\p + I) + ,0 cv--

O(c-Sñ
L'(o

Lee

A =

1) ::

The form of Baker' s non-convective equations has been preserved as

much as pOßsible 0 The new coefficients introduced are defined as

follows:
C = C+'JE"T .ñ:: I - ¿) E¡: ,

KF =
Lo

'Kp- L Lo.ø
Y'o I

_ Leo
H' = XT - Lcr .T Lyll

i
If we now assume ~ to have an exponential time dependence
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-,'(m;t) = ';(¡Y)eSr
equation (3.5) reduces to an algebraic equation in S

(3.7)

$:3+ Ko; II S2-+ 6;'i.B s + kcrJ D = 0
(3.8)

which is the eigenvalue equation for the one-zone model. It must

be emphasized that this analysis only holds in the present form in

virtue of the assumptions (2.12) and (3.4) for the form of the

convective energy flux and the turbulent energy per unit mass.

However it is found that under the restriction (3.7) these forms

are possible if mixing-length theory is employed. In general A,

B, D are functions of S and equation (3.8) would be difficult to

solve. We shall consider two special cases which produce consider-

able simplification: In the first we shai-i assume that the pu1sa-

tion is so slow that the convective motions adjust themselves to

their new conditions in a time short compared with the pulsation

period so that the formulae derived in section I may be applied

directly. In the second case we shall assume that the star pulsates

nearly adiabatically and expand about this situation.

iv. Immediate Adjustment of Convective Motions

If the period of pulsation is long compared with the mean life-

time of a convective element we may, as a first approximation, neglect

the dynamical interaction between the convection and the pulsation

and assume that the convection adjusts itself immediately to the

changing conditions as the star pulsates. In other words, we assume

that the functional forms (1.9) and (l.5) for the convective heat flux
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and the turbulent energy density are preserved, and we merely sub-

stitute the forms .. = r; (1.,.,1 e. st), etc. into these equations and

retain only the zero order and first order terms. If the mixing-

length is assumed to be either the pressure or density scale height,

the coefficients A, B, D defined in the previous section are real

and independent of S. Equation (3.5) is now a cubic in S with

real coefficients and the discussion of the stability parallels

that given by Baker for the radiative case.

With k' i 0 ,the condition that all three roots of (3.5)

have negative real parts is:

::
a) cr B;: 0

b) kcr3 IJ :: 0

c) K0õ1 (AB-j;) )0.

Condition (a) is necessary for dynamical stability and condition

(b) for secular stability. The condition for secular stability is

not satisfied by the model because there is no nuclear energy gen-

eration, but the whole star is secularly stable for most of its life

For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to Baker's

paper. Condition (c) is the condition for pulsationa1 stability and

may be written:

1f1)
ë

r/+:f~)E,.~ +(I+J.b-JE )~Jt 4o(yE.._t ê "'T 3 "f 'lp 3e
_ 4 (Ql ë - ~15) (i + i L Leo ~.. 03 -c if cr- L". r b 1rv for sta i ity.

(4. l)

If the pressure. scale height is taken for the mixing length,
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the criterion (4.1) written in full is:

4ú-yCI-()-~p-(rz-I)r;JJ _ (xi--trI-kJ"+-!dy-+ClT-I(rz-l)lï) +

C+v(Ó-lÓr-(rz-i)rTJ t C+-VldfdT-(?-I)r,J

+ lip -t L-k (0(+ I) + 1: J'p + Cpp -; (~-i) r, J 1-

ll f", c -$ + Y (.() 6" -d t( 0( Ò'l ~ J't'T) +(1(-1) (ó rp -D( G-)) J-

3lCtY(J +J"T-Cy"-I)r.J) t I+tf)) 0
(4.2)

for stability.

where

Cpp: ;~n, Sf~ ~~~ T' lp= ;~: 1,- r,'-i ;~;IT

CpT: ;~~ip , ¡;T: ;~; Ip , rT= ;~~ Ip

and f :: ~ .
L,.o

The radiative terms each have a clear physical interpretation. The

gas can modulate the flux passing through it producing a variable

outward flux at the top. If the flux is decreased on compression,

the zone absorbs heat at a high temperature and re-emits it at a lower

temperature. The zone acts as a heat engine and feeds energy ínto the

pulsation. If, on the other hand, the flux increases on compression,

the pulsation is damped. It was first noted by Eddington (l926) that

this may be the cause of the instability. In the absence of convec-

tion condition (4.2) becomes

.I _ ( X T + rc ) _ !i ex C- d ) 0C C l' 3. c for stability

The first term arises from the fact that the temperature gradient is
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increased on compression, thus increasing the heat flux and stabil-

ising the pulsation. The last term is geometrical and is destabil-

ising; as the zone contracts its radius decreases and the mass per

unit area increases and thus offers additional resistance to the

heat flux. The middle term arises from the variation of opacity

with pressure and temperature and can be either stabi1ising or de-

stabilisingo )(f is positive and l1T is negative 0 For Kramers 1

opacity Xp = I and Hr:: --% and in general the middle term is sta-

bilisingo In an ionisation zone, however, C can become very high

and the stabilising effect of )fr is redtJced and the opacity varia-

tion can then have a strong destabilising effect.

One may attempt to discuss ,the convective terms in a similar

way, but since the mixing-length formalism of the first section is

not valid in regions where the physical properties vary rapidly, we

shall discuss the criterion (4.2) only in regions where the deriva-

tives of the physical properties may be neglected. The stability

criterion may then be written

If
C+Y

(Xí-~f +ìf _fL - J¡(C.lY-I) (i+.!f) )0 0
L c.-lY p J :3 (c + JJ) :: (403)

where we have set 0( and f) equal to unity 0

Since the "internal" energy in the zone is now shared between

thermal energy and turbulent energy the ef~ective specific heat in..

creases 0 This reduces the stabilising influence of j(T and also the

relative effect of the diffusion termo The effect of the variation

in the convective heat flux due to changes in pressure and temperature
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is seen in the middle term. On compression the density and the

superadiabatic temperature gradient increase, thus causing an

increase in heat flux and a destabi1isation. The mixing length,

on the other hand, decreases, which works in the other direction.

The last term contains the geometrical destabi1isation together

with the variation of mixing length with -l The combined effect

due to variations in pressure and temperature is to stabilise, but

the total effect is not yet clear. It is convenient to multiply

(4.3) by CtY and separate the convective and radiative terms.

LJ - (X T + CKp) - j (c -i) + t r f (c + JJ t ~ ) - Y (4 + 3 H p) 1 ) o.

Convection has a stabilising influence unless

~(4+3ìíp) . ,
C+-l+1.;l

which is most likely to be satisfied in the ionisation zone where

j (

C is high. For a perfect gas, with Kramers' opacity ~ C, = 5/2

and X f = 1 and this reduces to

.f .( il
:r G+Y

Such a condition will be satisfied only in a very narrow region

at the edge of the convection zone, and so convection would exert a

damping effect in most regions, if immediate adjustment were plausible,

We must therefore conclude that if the functional form of the

standard mixing- length theory can be applied with any yalidity to the

case of a pulsating atmosphere, the convection will provide a damping

of the pulsation mode, except possibly in the ionisation zones, the

seat of the radiative pulsationa1 instability and the very place where
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the theory is least applicable. Immediate adjustment is likely if

the lifetime. of an element, 1: is small compared with the period

of pulsation, ~

i-
~

easily be estimated

¡=~
¡ \1- 'Va. \

to be aboutTheir ratio can

a factor of

d~P
d 1m T

order unity.

and \7 ii is the adiabatic value of 'V

If F is not too large and 'i -\lad ~ I , then

F iswhere \7 ""

the immediate adjustment calculation has some meaning, but if

\;- VA.à. ¿L I , the results are clearly not valid. In this case, how-
ever, the convective heat flux will not be so large and its effect-

on the Btabi~ity will be felt less strongly. However, the balance

between damping and excitation in a star is delicate, and it seems:

worth investigating the effect convection may have if it does not

adjust itself immediately to the pulsation. It seems plausible that

if the phase of the oscillating convective flux could lag suffi-

ciently far behind the pulsation, its effect on the stability of the

star could be reversed. Perhaps this could exp lain the instability

of the long-period variables. To this end the mixing- length theory

has been modified to try to take this effect into account, but now

attention is restricted to pulsations which are nearly adiabatic.

V. A Modified Mixing-length Theory

In order to investigate the phase difference between the con-

vection and the pulsation it is necessary to consider in more detail

the motions of convective elements. Of course, at present this is an
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impossible task, even for statistically steady convection, but a

qualitativ~ fee ling for the nature of at least some aspects of the

interaction can be obtained within the formalism of a mixing-length

theory.

We shall fix our attention on a mass zone in the star and

set up rectangular space coordinates locally within it, measuring

1 vertically 
upward. Since the zone is in the stellar atmosphere

we can with good accuracy regard it as being plane. We now express

the horizontally-averaged temperature, pressure and density as a

static value, plus a small perturbation which is harmonic in time

¡(M)t)= a(M)(.i+f'(¡vi)e~wtJ? ri. (5.1)

and consider the motion of a convective element in this field. '0 is

complex and will be determined eventually from the stàbility analysis.

We shall restrict ourselves once more to a short mixing-length approx-

imation; that is, to cases where the physical properties of the medium

do not vary considerably over a mixing length, so that Taylor expan-

sions may be made about a point as was done in section I. The approx-

imation of the one-zone model will be made at the outset, so that

~=O
oM

(5.2)

Furthermore, for the purposes of calculating the required convective

heat flux and energy density, it will be assumed that the star is pul-

sating adiabatically. It is then consistent to assume that the con-

ve ctive elements rise and fall adiabatically. The formulae obtained

at the end can be used in Baker's model to investigate small departures
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from adiabacy. If this approximation were not made it would be

necessary to consider the variation of the radiative flux through

the convective element as the star pulsates, and this would com-

plicate the model considerably. We shall also neglect radiation

pressure and the effects of ionisation.

For simplicity it will also be assumed that the element

starts life at (to) t,) with zero velocity, relative to the ambient

medium, and a temperature difference

e (?oit)= ~T T (~ø).t) (5.3)

where 2" is the initial value of J. It will be assumed that 6T

is small and independent of ?o ; that this is plausible will be evi-

dent when the results are comparad with those of section I in the

case of no pulsation. ~T need not be considered constant, and may

be expanded in the form (5.1).

Although, in reality, it will have a continuous probability

distribution, we shall approximate this by regarding half the

elements to be created with a temperature difference ~ ~ T ¡I and

the other half with - ~.ó '( /. The variation of tpe gravitational

acce leration ~ with J over a mixing length will be neglected, but

its variation arising from changes in ~ the radius of the mass

. .
zone, and ~ will, of course, be included.

It is then possible to calculate, to first order in perturbed

quantities. the trajectory of the convective element:

J - e() ~ j (t, t) (5.4)
The calculation is outlined in the appendi:l . In order to es timate
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the life of the element it will be assumed that the probability

of its break-up is determined by the vÀlue of the mixing length

which prevails at that instant. If the mixing length is taken to

be a function only of position and time, this means that the pro-

babi1ity of survival does not depend on the past history of the

element, nor directly on the detailed structure of the velocity

field in its vicinity. Thus if p,( .Jj/t)2:0Jt~) is the proba-

bility that an element which originated at (eø ¡ ~) has survived

until (j J t) :

°01 := -).( ( 11 t) ri
where )- (); t):: l /t t) . f and t; are, of course , re lated

throÙgh (S.4).. Since p r.?O)to ;~G)~):: 1', the solution of

j
- Jkf(~)5)~ ~

l (-rt'; ~o ¡;to) 

= e ~d

(S. S)

(S.S) is

't

iH(~JS)W(S; ~,,¡~)d5
e ~o::

where the integral is taken over the trajectory of the particle.

ar is the vertical velocity of the element and is defined by.

w(t; i:Oi to) =- dllo t i:
o

(S.6)

Since we are making a short mixing-length approximation we may set

1 = j in
the integral and write

t

( -i'r(f.S)W(SJ.~t;/ç)cLsr ~ ~ ; rc) t ) = e :t
(3.7)

If we introduce a source function n (f. t) , such that
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h ci :f cL t is the number of elements created per unit area between

f and f-+cLf in the.time interval 
(i:,t+dt) 

we can now write

down an expression for the convective heat flux He (r, t) If

d. Q'( is the heat transported by convection across the plane

J= ~ in (f:¡ t+olt) by rising elements we may wríte:

dQr-~ Cp f-m(rø.i,,)fn f!o,t) e (~) t,; e" t Î1i(i, t 1 e~i t;)d A

¡: .
where m(i:Ø) ~) is the mass of an element created at ("è,,) ~) and

A is the area between the two trajectories -?,,=rø(1:a;?Jt);

r (J :: ec (tc .; è, t r d. t) .J (see diagram). The trajectories are defined

by (S. 1). The factor ~ appears because only one-half of the elements

are created with a positive' temperature fluctuation f / .6T /

èø

:2

t i:+d.t
, -co
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Thus

t( J~oCt'''~O)t,,) 'L
d Q-t: l C p J In " e,. 01 i.) .L,

- OC ?(J (t+dt ; re/t;)

Jt êli: /:: - ~ cL t Ct 1'1 Y! GJ-, ~t d to'-co t
The convective heat flux by rising elements is simply

cLQ.,--"
It is easy to show that to the accuracy of the short mixing- length

approximation the contribution to the heat transport from falling

since

elements is the same as that from the rising ones. Hence

¡t

He (ê,t) :: C p J Yr -l\ e LV l 01 Tc

-co

:L.ro I = - ~J = -u.
'õ-t ¿ -at t: .t 0

(S.8)

Although the integral in (5.8) is along a trajeçtory (S. 1)

we may once more neglect the space dependence of the variables and

evaluate them all at ~

Before (S. 8) can be evaluated it is necessary to specify ~

and l1. It is usual to set the scale of the convective elements

equal to the mixing length. Hence we write:

I' (?O) t) = ¡o (rø l t) i3 (~/) t ) (S.9)

The choice of the source function is more difficult, and several

possible prescriptions present themselves. It may be argued that it

will be determined primarily by the unstable stratification, and is

only weakly dependent on the detailed velocity field. Whether this

is a g00d approximation is not clear, but since the same has been
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assumed of the mixing length it is unlikely to generate any fur-

ther errors. Accordingly we shall identify the value for the

heat flux obtained from (S. 8) in the limit 't .c.. 1 with the

le
expression obtained from (1.9) and the assumption of immediate

adjustment (when pulsation is nearly adiabatic) and assume that

the form so obtained for the source funct ion is universally true.

In standard mixing-length theory it is assumed that the elements

fill space. Since the characteristic scale of an element is

equal to a mixing length, this is expressed, in the case of no

oscillations; by the equation:

íj3 ""-I
n. "L. = Loo II (S .lO)

If this equation is used for nø. in. (s.è) for the case of no os-

cillations, the functional form for H~ is found to agree with

(l.9). Identification of the two formulae now determines ~T

and it is confirmed that 6. T is small. In fact it is found that

:: À
e ( eo + e: t)

DT -'1
-- 2e ~ 0.035..

It is not suggested that this number has much physical significance

because it arises from equating two different methods of averaging.

The calculation is outlined in the appendix and yields, for the con-

vective luminosity, if a pressure scale-height is taken for the

mixing length:

L ( 0 i LWI:)Lc - c!o I + .(/: e " (S . 11)

where .p l I
'1e - Lcp'? -I Lc.,"" , (S .l2)
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and Lc"(.: .L~O(-ilb+ CX~-L ex - ~ ex (.i ¿ _cx )(1- ¿ ex) B 1-

('2-i.~)C/-i.oI) ( · )B--2 l-t.CXI + 0("- , (S .13)

Lcp = t('l:~~) f~- L ~ -t ex (? t. -ex) ( 1- ! ex) ã J +

+1+t(I-:2¿O(YB-~ ,(:i-i.I:)~~LQ() (l-icx)B (S . 14)

We have used

ex = wi -r:
!J 0 (30

'V 4¿oc
'B=e- r(i-Lex)

(S.lS)

(S .l6)

where r is the gamma function, and Y is the ratio of principal

specific heats.

The other quantity required is the turbulent energy per unit

mass. If we assume that this arises sole ly from the vertical motions

of the elements it is easy to show that it is given by the expression
t

Ee = ~ f'-~ t1 m(~.;t,)n C..~ t.) W'(r; ".,t.)f'(.;t;".,t.) d t.

-i;
This turns out to be:

Et. = Er' (i +E'e t'wt) )
-' - i E i
l: :: 1:." p + Y' .,

(S.17)

(S. l8)

where £"=~).f:¿(':-¿O()+ l~ (I-LO()~+ LO\(J+~)J Bj+2(¡-.2¿o() 8t If ~/;~o(2.

t~ = '6(:¡~,.) r¡G.-Lc()t Lcx(/-Lo()LJ~ £0( (1+ ;:i)J BJ +

+f¡ r(+3-('t+~")LO(ì i _ 3+cxl)-21.r;L J t(l+cX'1)

(S .l9)

(S.20)
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VI The Stability of the Atmosphere

Equations (5,11) to (5" 20) provide the necessary information

to specify equation (308) after the identification' 5:= 1 ú) has been

made" The case ~ --) 0 corresponds to immediate adjustment, the

implications of which have already been discussed. For iX not

zero, the coefficients A, B, D now depend strongly on S and the

equation is no longer a cubic" Ho'wever, we have insisted that the

pulsation is nearly adiabatic and so we can expand about the adia-

batic solution" If Eo is defined by

B = If-co ~
the adiabatic solution is given by

50:= l'¡ Bo 10;

If we now set S = So -+ $, ' and neglect terms of higher order in $, .

than the first, we obtain, on substitution into (3.8):

5, =
- l( rs

3 B~ -"B flliBo- ~~'IB (B-Bo)-D)
(6.1).

The condition for stability is ÓÚ (5,) .( 0 .

The author has not had time to study the expression in detail, It

is hoped that if values of the required parameters characteristic 9f

Opheid variables are substituted into (6.l) a stabilisation will be

found. Possibly a destabilisation might be found for long-period

variab 1es.

In the limit (: -) .0 the effect is to stabilise, as might be

expected" As an example in the region of interest, the case ~ = 7
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was evaluated. The result is, approximately,

Sf'ex CL~1. +~t)(I+Y)- ~f (1+ ~) (602)

If Kramer's opacity is used, the effect of convection is to sta-

bilise still further. When 0( is large, Stirling's approximation

can be used for the gamma-function and an asymptotic formula can

be obtained for S¡ As might be expected, the effect in this

limit is also to add further stabilisation; but since the convection

is weak for large 0( , the effect is very smalL

VII Further Deve lopments

The mixing-length formalism involves many assumptions, and

although it may clarify some of the more obvious ways in which con-

vection and pulsation can interact, the validity of theory, especially

when stretched to apply to oscillating atmospheres, is in doubt 0 The

theory as presented in section V can be improved, but it is probably

more worthwhile to generalise Spiegel's approach (l963) to include

time dependence 0

A more direct attack on the stability problem has also begun,

The mean-fie 1d equations have recently been shown to predict a con-

vective heat transport for a Boussinesq fluid between two horizontal

plates which agrees well with experiment, (Herring 1964). Although the

result cannot be applied for very low Prandt1 numbers which are relevant

to stellar atmospheres, it seems worthwhile to study the solutions of

these equations for a compressible plane parallel atmosphere with Prandtl
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number of order unity, and to study the stability of the result

to pulsation-like perturbations. Recently Spiegel (1965) has

developed a method of obtaining asymptotic solutions to these equa-

tions for a Boussinesq fluid, and it is probably possible to gen-

eralise this.

The mean-field equations arise from what has been called

the "Weak Coupling Approximation" (Spiegel, 1965) and using this

prescription, equations can be derived for a compressible gas. In

the special case of very weak convection it is easy to write down

W.K.B. solutions to the equations. Using the Weak Coupling pre-

scription, the perturbation equations arising from the stability

analysis can be considerably simplified, although they are still very

complicated. -One interesting property can be seen immediately, how-

ever 0 If the pulsational perturbation is required to be a function

only of the vertical coordinate, the mean equations reduce almost to

the ones one would obtain if one neglected convective motions altoget:her

and considered the stability of a static atmosphere with the equilibrium

pressure, density and temperature fie lds obtained from the convection

Ð

equations. However, there appears to be a strong coupling between the

convection and a pulsation-like mode which also has a horizontal varia-

tion with the same wavelength as the principal mode of the convection

itself. It may be that a mode such as this can be unstable and that the

variation in luminosity of some stars may be due to a highly non-radial

velocity perturbation.,
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VIII Conc lus ion

The analysis has not revealed with certainty the effect of

convection on the pu1sational stability of a star, but it does seem

likely that convection can stabi1ise pulsation modes in some cases.

The mixing-length formalism has been found useful in explaining

the physics of at least part of the interaction, with the help of

Baker's one-zone model. It may be that convection can destabilise

some atmospheres but this has not been found. A brief study of the

mean-field equations suggests that variability in the luminosity

of a star may be the result of highly non-radial modes in some cir-

cumstances. This is an interesting idea which is worth pursuing.
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Appendix

In the short mixing- length approximation, the temperature

and density of a rising element and of the ambient medium may be

expanded in a Taylor series as in section I. If it is assumed that

the element starts at (reo, 't) with G('ea1t,,)=!C?dt).6T" , and that it

rises adiabatically in an adiabatically-oscillating atmosphere, it

is easy to show that the buoyancy force at (:$) 7/) is

~ (l?(1 +:i ;-')(1 -ro) + 3.. .6T(1 - JG) J (1-1-/+ :J)"I)

if the approximation of the

') 3~ßcand t.: ~....
e

one-zone model is made, where q ;: -~ ~Uo 10 eLf
~ ¡J = (õ'-I) 1~ l-~. d."T h
(~o õ' ¡;" cl) - clj' T e equation of motion is,

therefore,

f = f ~:i(1 +.~ + 2. Yi)(f - %'0)+ jo¿)r J (i +1'1 + .i.,') .
(Al)

We have assumed 6. T small and have therefore neglected terms like

6T ;? (~ - ~o) . Setting j -:r :: l. + t.(. de JI , where ~ e is independent

of perturbed quantities, we may separate equation (Al) into zero-

order and linear.~s~d 'l fi~st ;rder parts: )

;go ¡. '1e - 30 T.)

~ I - ¡J ~~I :: i-" 0~' p i + if -I')i¿ 0 + ja 6 ~ (-/ + :i .,-' )
(A2)
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Assuming the exponential time dependence '(1 1:) _ i (f'ì ¿w"tP ~ -l Jje , etc 0,

.
the solutions of (A2) satisfying the initial condit:jons :;:: 0 , y::o

at 1: = ~ lead to the following expression for 1

i - 'Co =

j .tr

;.. (~h x-0--

8" b.. (-t .. i ) J. ß ( iw t L £. t, ì 't ' t:
- i.('ltJ'+w1) -t P +1. l' e.lJ~hX e "" e j - lwsiRx(e/.w + e~w ~)-i

+ ~~l4p\ w 1. ),WAx (e L(j: eLWt)y. +

(i) " i.,. 't 'T+ ~ +2) 8ow-r (.LJetw::¡J~hx e~uJ c_iwe_tW'-M,'n~X)
c; ¡)(w;l+-p") r

= f (.t, to ) ,
where X :: l(t.-tc).

(A3)

The velocity is

w(.ft; iöito):: 30iT s:~t _(a'tLp'+ lf~1~~~~ i (1+ 75 )iwcø~x CéW:e'Wr;)_

, I (¿wt ¿u:t;)IÎ+fP' ) 906,. l. ":u.t i D il)'t 0 ¡lOt;)
- ~ SA ¡( e t e S ~ý +1'" ~.¡ pi \.1.We -ps.nJle - t.WM.Ylxe J'

(A4)

The temperature excess e (~ t; ê~;t) may be obtained by retaining the

first order terms in the Taylor series and substituting for 1-?o using

(A3). Now
't

-IKv.rd.s
p (fit ;&ci.;ç):: e. 't

J' t tG. S I
-x (f-'l\ -x K1 v.e C!$

.. e " eJ 0e i=.

This may be written
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-/\ -/\f ~e 0 i where 1\, = Xø1¡o

X 0 l:r I= 0 ~~ (c.",:nx-i)
-/\0 ( ì';= e I-A,)

-Ã(CKhx-D(c: e 1-1\,) whe re Å
= )(0 ~o 6 y.

¡.':

We shall assume that Îl '" c: 1 ; this is what we mean by 6T

being small. In that case the major contribution to the integrals

in (S 08) and the expression for E~ comes from large values of X

Hence we may neglect terms of order unity compared with ~X or
, Ii J, I I X i

5Amri X and set ~n.X ~ $.r.¡( -:"îe =:i Il. To this approximation

we then obtain:

l' (f,) "" e -l'j rl +0t' f1,.) Jf~' .p, ~ (,+i-)e'w~ t

+~t l'+I1"') 'i~Q(1J~?\~ L (i +~) i0~ D+~'o((l+ :,.)J e¿r;t.)-t

~I
+ -- ..~4

I -+ ex 1. 'l () ( ') ¿wt ~,.- LeX e j (AS)

where we have set 0( = ~, cÓr = constant.

l = l (i + f e 1.l. t)
~,

X/_- -eand used the fact that It is a simple matter to include

the effect of variations in l; T
(. i ¡",r)

If we set n. -= Ib I+ne the integral

in equation (S 08) can be evaluated, and an expression for the con-

vective luminosity can then be written downo The result is, to first

order in perturbation quantities:
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't

Lc == 1.ii i~ (i tl r!it)t) crf3 ff(?:o,\.)l' (iri;~)Tl ('to;t) u. eft d. ~

-co

4 ~ C 7S' l ( ~ i "wt)-= . 1Tr,,~ 7lC fi-/:;c L/+ c" e (A6)

whe re

~:= n'(J-i'rx)E+(rypl+i.T"?4~0(..f2-iQ(+~o(r/+LQ(('+ ~~)J (l-iO()B) -

i.~/:E '-')5"" i I 'l1(?,-¿iX)(I-tc.)'- + 

(-pi 'il) "- (A7)- \-1+ r- +Pt-:i-r.l I-+ai\. i-l1t (1-l0()J3.

Here, integrations by parts have been made, and

B". i.. ft f'ct-t)-i'w(c-Ç) -tì.exp(t(t_to)J1t= -/I U e e ci~ í C
-cc

= (-1)Lo( rl.'-/04¡ -tÀ);

where r(~/x.) = ¡;-t"ta.-i clt is an incomplete gamma function.
X

Since À is small, this may be written

:: ). )i 0( ,J: :: (~ r (I-I."") . (A8)

ri(~)iS the complete gamma function.

The convective luminosity for a static atmosphere is obtained

by combining (S .LO) with (A6) when l~ is set equal to zero. This

yie lds
I "';i

L =I!íir\.¡o l-r- l ACo ole" "-p .i/'''C' (A9)

i: may be estimated by setting r-t; =7; and )-1: =:r" e in (A3),

specia1ised to the case. of a static atmosphere. This yield~

(e = ßc~: (U~~fJLc-0
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from which we obtain:

L -; :: P ir À/ ." f. V" a /;2

Substituting into (A9) and using the definition of p yields:. .. i.
L = -=_. 4ii.,.. l) CD ¿ j ß! i t3 %.Co l, Å/,¡ 0 Ie I 0 L, / 0 J

which is to be compared with the value obtained from section I ~

Lc = -T 'Yl Cp ê)r (3 -% . (AIO)

I,.. ~I i. d "l =.1- u Z-3Hence "";l 1'1 = --I an so flO Ll ,- ø

verifies that it is small.

"\ -I( -Thus lI : 2. e zO,03!i which

In order to specify n' we consider the limit of (A7) as

~ ~O.
-e1 - n 1+ t./;_ '+ 5' l,I + -K+/ -pI .)eo t i

and identify it with fo~/.¡'2l- +.2 t-+/ pI , the value obtained by;¡ g

expanding (AlO) assuming immediate adjustment. We thus obtain:

i --I i v i11 = -'31 + 2r- + o.: 'PI
'-l ,

(All)

which we assume holds for all 0( . We finally obtain, after a

little rearrangement:

t; = ¥.+. £;, (2-''' -t"(~':-")(I-i"')B + ~::' Lel-21 ",)"8. ~ J +

+ /.~:: (~+o(~- io( -~ 0( (:2 L-~) (I-L'~) B) + (~-:~~: tOlJ l B ., ..1 , /
If ;; is assumed to be a pressure scale height, .l = -;¿y- - t ' and
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the expressions (S.13) and (S.14) follow immediately.

The turbulent energy density can easily be shown to be

given by

t'

. Ec == 1fC~/t)j -ml-el~)~(tJ~-Ð)~(ê:"t;"Jt,)ri(%Jt;:¡II~tQ)cLtø
-00

This can be evaluated by the same methods as used for Le and

leads to:
¡:~ == £: to (i + E' e. "wt) !)

where f'= (t7l~4"')¡¡~~'J l(.\-lO()+1ci(,-i~)D+iO((/+~)i13) -

-¿o(~ -+,y')B +:I L6'~'3 (1-I'C()B -~ t2""~- ¿~) 13 +- ifb-.¿ø() :i
IrO('J

and if írl i ,
-L-:-i.,-1! the results (S.19) and (S.20) follow.

)l
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On the Circumpolar Current

George Philander

This investigation attempts at providing a mathematical

expression for streamlines as drawn by Stomme~ in his model of

the circumpolar current 0

¡. -plane equations at high latitudes:

We write down the equations of motion in spherical coordinates

and transform to local coordinates defined by

~ = r- 'R

:J = R (e - eQ)

X :: "R sl eo f

e is meásured from the axis of rotation, is zero at the south

pole, rr at the north pole. R is the radius of the earth.

Let f ~ H denote characteristic length scales in the x-,

y-, z-directions, respectively.

Let U , V , W denote characteristic velocity magnitudes 0

(a) Continuity equation:

-l õu. + ~ ~ (U'.s e \ .F
r,We de; rwn e 'ae )

i d ( .. ).
l"~ ~ r w :: 0

becomes

where

J U. + ~ ..(U-(I+o(ll)L+
I + C( ~ h I +() ~ 'ö ~ t d J
. 0( = c. 9fJ

1(
ß:. 't efJ

R.

:..(~rw.¡ r 'l~) ~ 0

We have expanded ~e and si e about eo , have assumed eo small
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(approximate ly 300 in our case) and have assumed

If in addition

(i) LÏR1. ¿c: 1

(ii) H/R L¿ i
we get

where

u~ + (h II)~ t (h W)r: :: 0

h :; 7 +CXd

(b) Corio1is acceleration:

.2 Q A U.- =.2 n(w.s e+VC.O~e ,- i. ~ 6) - u.~ e)

: 2. flei\o ee r U) ttU eo + C( ~ w 1:./n e c + v - Ii ~ v";'j component

If we assume that

(iii) W ¿ H¡(L. V -
i. e. that the vertical velocity attains its upperbound when the

vertical divergence is of the same order of magnitude as the hori-

zontal divergence; and in addition, that

(iv) H/L 14 Go 4C 1

Then we may neglect w1: Go(I-lO( ~) when compared to tr and the

Coriolis acce 1eration may be written

where

.2.Q. ~ ~ "" (f ~ - r \) i .)

+ = '- n ~ 00 (1- ¡3d)

(, õp ()p êJP)\l p;; h iZ ) ~ ) ~~(c)

provided assumptions (i) - (iv) are valid.
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(d) Inertial terms may be neglected under assumptions (i) - (iv),

(e) Viscosity terms:

ò2.~ d æ i Ð -u cie" 0 u.x-component of momentum: 'e~'2 + à~" t h~ d~~ - -i ~~

f Ò ù- + ()'v. +- l- i-i. _ c.a, d try-component a momentum: Clr'2 7Y~:i ¡.~ ~,," h R 'att

We shall further assume (v) that the motion in the vertical is

hydrostatic. The relevant differential equation:

.t if + t l~ :: VISCOS'lr~ r.eYn.5

-ri. + t~ :: vìsco;ir~ Tl/YtlS

Ux + (h v)~ -I' (h W)i- :: 0

The geometry of the problem is the following:

~

1(= 0

"0=0 j
II

'0=0

.... ./ ...-' / ,-' ~_..- /' ",SOL/ReS "P",m ./ ./
SINK

x

The eastern and western boundaries of the ocean basin are the

western and eastern shores of the South American continent, The

southern boundary is the Antarctic and the northern boundary is the

streamline on which the 'windstress curl' vanishes. The i gaps'

between Cape Horn and Graham Land have been replaced by a source

and sink, The wind-stress is assumed to be in the x-direction only

and to have y variations only.

We adopt the Stomme1 model in assuming frictional forces to
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be of the form (Mf.JllV) and to be effective at the bottom of the

ocean only.

Assuming an undistorted sea surface and a level sea bottom,

integrating the equations of motion over ~ from -H to 0

we ge t I -
f II -i 11 f'x = - 'R u. + t

-fv. + f ~ = - 'RV" "'

LLY. + (h ir)~:: 0

h V :: l.x

lJ ': ~ìl~

Let

Introduce non-dimensional variables

îl' = ~ ~!tx

-yl :.y-/e

~ :: ~/L
1. =t~T amcl 't :: 0(1)whe re

Put h = eo( L ~

and note that f (~):: i.DCO eo (1- ß/o( eo.~L+ ß/~ )

-- -.In ~ eoß '-? under (i)

Eliminate p by cross differentiation. Then

where

..

~x + E. f -i7~ + ~1. -l~x 1 ~

'RtE':-.Ml~
ô~

-1- (hr-)L ~

If
e "-3R ~

L .. "Rh ~

-,
¡. - 10 :i

eo -. .: c/'
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Then E -- .35"

L/t "' . 1

Boundary Conditions: îf=.O on X=' 0 'i -: f., J:: L,

ìf = m on ~ = 0

Geostrophic Flow:

1//' = -Lh r)~.x ~ + ~ C.~)

Let r = sJ ~/h
Then \l!. = h ~~ (e -X) .elL

This stream function does not satisfy b. conditions

on X=:O or ~ =0

layers.

Boundary layer on

Let

and it is necessary to introduce boundary

~ =0 :
/ ¡,

-i -: "L + \j

/
where í. decays exponentially away from ~ = 0 We stretch the

coordinate in the ~ - direction so as to make the e î.i t term of

the same order of magnitude as the ï.~ term. The resulting dif-

ferential equation and boundary condition:

I
- Vx

i

+ -iU :. 0Il--
-i :. rì1 ..-¡y.

it1-' 0 M.'~
o- ~ = 0

00

where

ìl' -= 0 0' î = 0)1
x-:/-x.

r = 7/ri '
As stated above, the differential equation is over- specified. Hence
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the 1lXX term must become important near ?C =" and will be effec-

tive in a region 0 (# ~). If we assume the X =" boundary to be

absent, we may use Laplace transform methods to solve the problem

and obtain a solution valid to the right of :X:. Jf ~/.e ·

- p'ì + £ 1Vii

1j

ìl

iv/

:: Q

:: m Ip - t/ L ~ o- iz:: 0

.= (~ _ J. J.1) - rr ip IL t 1. e

:: me'(lc ii - l-l- (l-x)eY'tc eyre
lyt. C i-x.) L

'1

1JEC ¡-t.)

This boundary layer width decreases as X increases and at X =" is

o((l)~ .b

Boundary layer on X. ="

We assume 1l to be of the form

If = LV ¡; + 'l 1 + ip ..

::where 1. decays exponentially with increasing ;X the relevant

differential equations and boundary conditions:

L2
~¡( + S ? -lt)( = 0

"( 1,ìj=-'4 'X=o)-'i(x:o)

= F (~) S~ .

er x. =- 0

We can immediately tell that the boundary layer width will be of

order (E. ~&) ... tJ;) j-
s... - ~/F l. ..-i =Fe ~ c;Hence

and the complete solution to the problem is

'i -=ll""¡~/-rìV'¡
i 'i bwhere 1V ~ 1p have the values stated previously.
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Sketches of strea~lines are ~nteresting in that we have a

northward deflection of streamlines on the east coast of South

America without having taken high ridges to the right of our source

into account. It may be concluded that bottom topography plays a

role less important that that assigned to it by Stomme 1 l.

N

x.
Streamlines due to a source and sink only.

d

x .
Streamlines due to wind only.

J

) ~ x.
Streamlines due to a source, sink and wind.

~

1Stommel, H. 1962, J .Mar.Res. 20: 92-96.
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A Boundary Layer Convection Ce II .

John L. Robinson

I. Introduction

Consider a horizontally infinite layer of fluid heated

(R

be low. This layer becomes unstable for a Rayleigh number

= 9 () 6. T d?) of about 1000, depending on the boundary con-
/( V

from

ditions, and

number (CT =

a steady cellular motion is set up" For a Prandt1

~
K ) of the order of unity it is found that the motion

becomes turbulent at a Rayleigh number of about SO, 0001"

In June of this year on the suggestion of the author,

T. Rossby carried out this experiment for several Prandtl numbers

of the order of 200 and it was found that the cellular motion,

which was three-dimensional, remained for Rayleigh numbers of over

106, although s low-motion films showed that the ce lls pulsated"

In this work we make the assumption that for an infinite

Prandt1 number the cellular motion will not break down as the Ray-

leigh number is increased. It is thought that the introduction of

a finite Prandtl number will give the critical value of the Rayleigh

number for breakdown of the ce llular motion into turbulence 0

The problem is formulated for two-dimensional cells with free

horizontal boundary conditions and approximate calculations are

carried out to determine the Nusselt number. It is shown that the

formulation for ~igid horizontal boundaries is more complex and this

problem has not been solved"
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The Governing Equations

The equations of the Boussinesq approximation are:

(2 + ::.9)T:; it \l'"T'e

(:t + ii.v)=Li- = - g (l)+Vt7'lV - ~cX (T- To) k

~ ~\j. 1/ :: 0

( l)

(2)

(3 )

where
. k: thermometric conductivity

0( coefficient of thermal expansion

F p- to~*
The boundary conditions are T:: 1; + !J T on ~ = 0

-T:: T -L: T on t -. 1o

v~= 0

t.¡i ~ 0
'diJ :: o.
at

on all boundaries)

on rigid boundaries

on free boundaries.

Non-diment ionaliza tion:

-- I ~IY=a Y ,
".-c=~tl -? j(-41/( ,i.=d.if)

T = T -l Ó T 9 ? b == k V fc -blo r ~3 r
The equations become:

(:t-~ + ~/. ~/) e = 'l,2e

d-'( ~e + ~/. V1)-VI= - Vipl+ 'V1?íP + R 9 f

R. - 9,=6Td! - ~- K V ' (J - K (Prandtl number)

(4 )

(S)

where

For steady motion and d- -- C) :

(V". VI) e :: \l,t.e-l 1 . i -+ 1'
'i p/ -: 'i / 1)1- R e lt

( 6)

(7)
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Since "Q/.i1/= 0 the velocity may be expressed in terms of a stream
~/ ~ Afunction: lJ = \l x"t J . After eliminating the pressure the final

equations are (dropping the primes):

J(v,e)::
\7 If L¡

\7"'e
õe:: R TX

(8)

(9)

The boundary conditions are: e :: 1 on ?;:. 0

e :: -1 on ~ = 1

ì. -: 0 on all boundaries

~~ :. 0 on rigid boundaries

ò~,,)-- :. 0 on free boundaries (since
Ô1!'"

~-i/J'f == 0 on the boundaries, this latter condition may be written
~;G"

n"'-l = 0).

II. Formulation of the Problem

Consider two-dimensional motion in which narrow jets of

heate~ or cooled fluid travel from one boundary to the othero The

streamlines within each cell are taken to be closed.
e =- -1

))Ot~or(~ r.
Jét- 0l heClted.fIiÙclCe;:O) :Te.r~~ coole.ol1e~I~(e.¿o)

Fig.l
The basic assumption for the existence of the cellular motion

is that there are thermal boundary layers at the vertical boundaries

of each celL.
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a) The Vertical Boundary Layer

Assumptions: 1. There exists a thermal boundary layer

at X. : O~ L- .

20 There is no velocity shear at these boundaries 0

The symetries of the motion will also be taken into account 0 An

implicit assumption here, based on the rigid boundary experiments,

is that the length of a ce II is ~f the order of magnitude of the

separation of the plates (L ..1) .

Let the width of the boundary layer by ã and l =-¿x, 0 Intro-

duce interior and boundary stream functions ~ (X~~) , ~8i(rJ~) so that

1Jh::lj~ +V'8t.~R~1l~i"1t8L. and 1YBL)X+~XX=O at X=O 0 From these

Lì.ei.J--Ró3 (10)
C l¥ßl,J.- L LfJ ¿~ (11)

Note that the velocities -introduced by the boundary layer stream

function are small compared with the interior velocities 0

(10) and (11) show that (L¡øl"-"Ró

S ince J(~ T) -= a" T , then ("làJ .. ; - i.

(12)

(l3 )

An implicit assumption here, based on the rigid boundary experiments,

separat ion

is that the length of a cell is of the order of magnitude of the

of the plates (L ..1)oc: o.J ~
~ -" ) tj" -R and heat

y.
f1 ux "- "R ' .Therefore

Note that these results are independent of the horizontal

boundary conditions and are implied by our basic assumptions 0

The interior velocities are of the order of f Roo,g ForK % ~
one experiment2 we find that: -e R ~ ') CI ¡s. .

Observed Velocity ~.lC/ /~.
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The ordering of the interior velocity is thus in good agreement with

experiment. We note however that if á," R-.! , V.d "' ~ R-!i; .2 cr/s.'

The equations for the X.:O boundary layer are:

tf¡( (o/~) e-r (š ¡r.) - %)Cl! (OJ 

c) ç 8f(Lt) = 9U(Lr:)

~L frrç (f) r) = Gr (f):t);OJ. is
where ~=R 3rl ~ llei.-=%L. ~ t;R x.

The boundary conditions are: etCO~~)=OJ

e ~ Q as t -) 0 (this is shown in the next section),

(14)

(1S)

Gf (0; ë) = 0) ~X)C (Oj~) r 'lr3(S! (0, r) := 0

Integrating (1S) twice with respect to Š from 0 to 00 gives:

Then

00

%LSŠ(Oj:&) :: J e (t.)i') clš := -.t (t)

(0 L OJ -a) -= (' (v.)
To Y. X "i

is a boundary condition for the interior wave function on the

(16)

(17)

This

vertical boundary.

Integrating the equation of motion (l4) with respect to r

00

~ i Cfi- (.0) i:) r FJ (r ¡ T: ) d r J ::o

= - t ~~.K(OJi:) t(~) 1 = 0

This expresses conservation of vertical heat flux in this region 0

gives:

i.e 0 a(JK (o)'i) f (!:) -; -A (18)

where R~A is the vertical heat flux.

b) The Interior Region .
!- -0-

îl = R'¥JCI(t.i~)+-R ~(~)i!)+."

eo =: To (~j~) + R-ø. -r (xi:) + . . .

Let
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To highest order in R J(Cf J-r)= 0 , i.e. To is constant along

streamlines, which are closed

o -r (i)

-(2.)
10

(i) C-i)
If /; ~ 0 then 7' .) 0 by the symetry of the problem.

Fig. 2

Howeve r

U) c..) .
~ = ~ and therefore i ==0o The next order equation is

j(Lr 0)1;):: 0 and so -r:: T,:=... 0 .

The interior equations are therefore

e = 0o J \l II r¡ = 0

1D are:
To

(19)

The boundary conditions on

Cf())(1(

C/o i. 'i

Cf~ = 0 I7

f/OIlX = 'V "'Cf = f(è) rn X = 0

= \I~Cf ~t(I-~) cn 'l ': L
= \l" c¡ .: 0 er

x. :: 0; L ~ ? ;= 0 i-i

r -= q 1 for the free boundaries.

c) The Horizontal Boundary Layer

The nature of the horizontal boundary layer is determined

by the requirements that the difference in the heat convected into

and out of this layer be conducted into the fluid there and that this

1: ~
should be an order 1\ 3 quantity.

Simple arguments showed the following pictur;s to be incorrect

for free horizontal boundary conditions:

(i) A rectangular corner with or without a velocity boundary

layer.
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(ii) A rectangular temperature boundary 1aye.r with relaxation

of the requirement that the heat flux is convected through

this region.

-o-b R-~Consider a region of width ~ 1\ and length near the

origin with fluid impinging from above. In order that J(i¡t))s)..'V..e

and incoming flux - yRJ '=1. a.=1., D ,'3 J
Ã R--i

~

J(Wo;G) = 0

,

J.~fC3'-- "'--1
Fig.3

The fluid is convected into the horizontal boundary layer from above

and within this layer conduction is important.

The temperature equation and boundary conditions are:

10 è ("" ß) e,/ (~I S ) - tß ~)I (XJ 0) S SS' (ic ¡ ~ ) = ~ t~ (x i ç ) (20)

9(/(.;0)= 1, e == G'N on ~-. t (see below)
.JGr(O¡5)=O. wheret=R'3-i.

In order to deal with the difficulty introduced in taking

the boundary layer coordinate to infinity we assume that the hori-

zontal boundary layer is of constant thickness. Later it is ~hown

that this boundary layer thickness may be calculated.

Assumption 3. The horizontal boundary layer is of constant thickness.
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III. Interior Region Calculations

. The equation and boundary conditions are:

vlfrg=o ýg-= 0 on x=O)L ., ~ .= OJ 1

\j"'CÆ == 1(2)on )( = 0

tl CP := t (i - r) on x: = L

'i'l Cf = 0 on 'ž := O~ i .

This problem is solved in two parts:

( i) \l'- (\J'aCP) = 0 ,\l')ce boundary conditions.
':

'\ Cf is known from (i), Cf boundary conditions.(ii)

(i) Let r(~)=~ a.h5Vnnii~ (This does not imply that!! .t(z)::O)T i %~o
Then \7~cp:f ci .wriiii!(s.hY1IJ(L-Y.)-(-')~hY1if)C_\ (2l)/tJ i 11 . SihnTiL /

(ii) The Green's function of this problem is:

G-(X;~;~IJ~') =
~-WhniTi-, 1i ' ., i. \ fr ')' h-2 L wn Yî Ii! St ri Ii .; $ln"t ii ~ L-X AA Yl II t
i Yì ir

(x '- y.1)

;.l. SÍ'n~1i. sún~,TI~s'lt' l'1íi!'slhriTX:sih'r"(l.-~)J 11 II (,/ ~ 'l I )
(22)

and the solution is:

lf(r-lt)= -r ¡~~ ~nii:a D~~Y\iTL t wJnii(L-x)+C-ll~hY1i1~ J -

sßh n iT)/ f ()"- h L1 J
- L . h'l L I + -I ~ "r 1ISif h ¡¡ .

(23)

Vertical Heat Flux
oø

(f (o)'i) = -2: D.nChWnnjT¡.Tax. i
whe re Ct4= ~J¡¡Y1 si~h"i., 1i1- L.wh n1iLlC(htlii L tC-i)1-nTi L (i +(-,)~y\ TiY J (24)
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Since 'LCl;L L OJ ~) fC.r) -= - A

then (f D.hChsU r1íTi!)(~D.,,;Ú-yTiè'ì::Ai I /
(l8)

(25)

From this
,0 :z
Z. Ch CLn -: A

I
(26)~ - ~~

~ QnCl'1.h_tI + ~ a.I1CnCL~ri+-N-.t a.h CI1CL/\_iJ': 0 (27)h:N;-1 11 =1 n-I
N :- lJ :2.J 3 . . .

These determine the as yet unknown constants up to an

arbitrary factor fA where RS A is the Nusselt number of the

problem.

iv. An Approximate Solution

In this section an approximate value of the Nusse1t number

is obtained. The stream function and f(X) are approximated by

the first terms of their sine expansions.

The method is as follows:

_.L
(i) The temperature profile at the corner X -= 0; r l- R .a is

approximated. This gives an expression for the thickness of the

horizontal boundary layer.

(ii) An approximate value of the stream function at the edge

of the vertical boundary region is equated to an approximate value

of the stream function at the edge of the horizontal boundary layer.

This assumes that the heat flux is bounded by a definite stream line.

(iii) A reasonable form for the temperature of the fluid flowing

into the vertical boundary region is chosen at r = ~. Using the

approximation of a constant vertical velocity, the temperature at

è = 0, X ==0 is calculated.
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(iv) The heat flux from the vertical boundary layer is considered

to be convected into the top of the horizontal boundary layer. This

gives a re lation between the width and the length of this layer.

(v) A reasonable form of the boundary conditions for temperature

on the upper boundary of the horizontal boundary layer is chosen and

the outgoing heat flux is calculated. It is assumed that this is

approximately equal to the vertical heat flux. Approximations to

this heat flux and thus the Nusselt number are then obtained.

Velocity Approximations

If 0( ::
7TL

/ + cos), iiL ,:C,
;i i7

A ~ Cfx. (oJ:r:) r (r,) ~ a:, C,

j -H () i :: /. ~

The vertical velocity at x: ~ 0 is C/x. Co, 2-) ~ - fry A

Near the corner X -: -0 ) t=-O : CP-L -: -IT Jex A :t

10 -; - Ti .; c. A )(
'fM..

In the horizontal boundary layer c¡z(x)c):: -T¡.. X and this agrees well

Lwith the approximate value at X:.:2' 9--1

e~-l~
/'

/ ",
¡; ,/

.-I

4-
Notation "\

,

S:: R~X i
i

IV

~
e::.j i

J

~ = R"'r:

Î

/
,/-.;/

I

.--e~-t~ ~ "- ,~
l', /~

R- It /1

\.

¿, :: l-.---------7-
Fig.4
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i

(i) Temperature profile for x== 0 ) ~ ~ R -:3 (5.-1)

Since e~ = 0 at .x = 0 , the approximate equation is

e (0) $) == - íí J~A 5 Elc'(o, S)~s J (28)

with boundary conditions e '" i at S':: 0

e -- - -l as ) -;. 00
i

The solution is e(08):: )-(ó+- i) .P-~(S if (~A)-t) (29)

and thus l- =: ;( if (~Al'f (30)
/)'.-1 .with ~

(ii) The Edge Stream-line
,

(a) X -- R-3
:: __ J.
"" -:i

0() ~!3 (7T L +- ~ iT L )( C!h íi L - / ) ~1() ;2 i7 si h 0- iT L 'J
In this region Cfox- -= - (Q(A

- t':If e ~ e -,?o then, since sq;ct (~) = -A (18)
then m:: ~ J ~ and thus:

~~ (rrL+WnhiïL)(CbhíiL-i) r-
~ ~ 11 ff (s.h 'i7í L) V~ (3l)

is the value of the stream function at the edge of this boundary

layer.

(b) z --
i

-"3
R -y - b-

) I' - .2

. Trl-

Cf ~ ~I L ::h~L (~7ï L- 7) S (32)

Putting S = f in (32) and equating. this with (3l) gives:
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l~ j:Jn~iì (í1- L 5:;~~ L J+

.2

Equating the values of 1 given by (30), (33) gives:

(33)

A% (l. Æ íi J' / L ~hih ¥ '\-:.- 0( 3 :2 \ÎI L +-S\;yt;, iT L / -(34 )

If at this stage we set t'=-i , L = i we obtain A:; .17,

N:- .l7 However it is shown in (iv) that t 'z..
t-

f':: 2 corresponding

and thus a

/
possib ly more reasonab le estimate fore is

to /.5 .~: ~. For this latter choice of parameters A:: .38, N~ .38.

(iii) The Vertical Boundary Layer

The vertical velocity is approximated by a constant and

the horizontal ve loci ty is approximate ly zero in t~is region. We

take an incoming temperature of e:. - lover a region which is deter-

mined by the heat flux.

I

e=-i ts=E
~::1

e~o

6$=0
Fig.5

-,JrxA ei!

~=o

The equation is GS'S':OD k..
G(§Jè)~ - i ~ ~ sÃ(ft0;)cnhs XY- -~~Ú-~~k

and the solution is

(35 )

We wish to approximate the temperature at l? = 0) t = 0)~ k~
i. e. 0"" e( 0) 0):: -S.2 1- ~yJl? L0).- - ~ cL It\ íí It \'

c

For A -: .2 (this is consistent with our final result), the major

contribution to this integral is from k g ...: ~ .
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Therefore "t -:
~ .

ScP r- L i y~ *í- -Lv~ .¿-úd dk=---=/-l)A ifo II 0( if \;. (36)

(iv) The Heat Influx to the Horizontal Boundary Layer.

We consider the heat influx into the horizontal boundary

layer to take place over a distance .1 and choose a reasonable

form, - "( (i -~:), for the temperature profile on the upper

boundary of this region.

Vertical Velocity ?C 1T.jÁ J.

S~ -:~ 1i,¡ i 0(1 - x2 ) Jx = S Ti ~ i/3.+~o ß (37)Heat influx (scaled)

If this is set equal to A using the values of .f) 'l given by

, i(30), (36) thenl5 L ~ 1 (38)
A more realistic form of the upper temperature profile;

-"' j_

"Y '.- .~
ß~ However the above form was chosen

i

gives ¡3). -::: .
If

to simplify the calculations in (v) for the horizontal boundary

layer.

and

(v) The Horizontal Boundary Layer.

Let G(X;S);= ,-(lt/)u1(ifJ.,./, s)+ 8¡(x¡))

BXGIX.-BS8/S=.t7ISj where 8=iT/""A

8, == C on x;: C t' '= 0¡ ..
X"91 ~ + Y -¡-: on S::.1.,

Then

The solution is:

e (x, S) = (-t+ I)JJ1(. (n"JD(Ã 5') - y + Y.~: Le1.~(4 ~- ¡cite (-J~ ~)j X

X Geyfc (~,t) - iei1c (- rr ~¿) J-1 (39)
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dJ

where3 i.e'(~c.?! = i eylc t:ct
è

We wish to equate the heat efflux at X= l to A:

i.e. Br~((3J)dS~A
o

With the values of i~eýJc ~ given in reference 3, we find:

f(1IlL.6'¿'-.15") Z .S"ol.q (40)
If now we set . L == l) ¡9 :: f (and therefore .¿' ~ i), then

N=-A --.. . :i b

Rewriting (40) and (34):

( , 7f/. )
A3/"\_I-ki_ _.,S- 111 ÎÍ JT L..w "î'- .- :: £ -3 -.bi.I-.2.~- ;2 ÍiL-rsVhííL (41)

In (ii) we assumed that the edge stream line met the upper

sistency we must take j3 .:

\.
boundary' layer at X.:::2'

L
i ' the horizontal extent

For con-boundary of the horizontal

of this

region in which cool fluid impinging from above is heated by the

l) i 2-lower horizontal plate. Thus ~( ~ Land (4l) gives an equation

for L .
The result of this calculation is:

l:: .8 :i 1/~ 2,5' ; f -;4-.0; IA?C.2.; N.z .2.5'; 't:: -,'23 .

The advantage of this final result over those previously

given is that none of the parameters is guessed.

pI ~
Note: a) Since \. = 2.:: , the width of the horizontal bound-

ary layer is 2.5" times the scale length for the temperature at X = 01
,

2 ~ R-5. Thus despite Assumption 3 that the horizontal boundary

layer is of constant width the temperature profile has a longer scale
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L
length at Ã.': 2. than at X = 0 , as is to be expected; i. e.

Assumption 3 has not constricted the temperature profile unreal-

istically.

(b) The horizontal length of the cell is determined by the

requirement that the heat be convected into the fluid over a region

Lof length J: Should the ce 11 be of length greater than this

L there would be two regions: 1. a region where fluid impinges

from above and the horizontal heat efflux is less than A

2. a region with no fluid impinging from above where the fluid is

heated further to give a horizontal heat efflux A.. Our picture of

the flow indicates that this second region is expected to be unstable.

If the cell is of length less than this L the picture- of

the flow is more difficult to envisage. Perhaps in this case no

cellular motion is possible.

8CX öT¿Stability: The Rayleigh number is R.:: 11 .. The temperature

difference for the horizontal boundary layer is about ¿ T and the
,

/J 1:-3width is Æ. I,\ Therefore the boundary layer Rayleigh number is:
R ( - ~ ):3ftd ~ -i R ,e ~ 32 .

If the horizontal boundary layer is thought of as a fluid

layer heated from be low with the impinging fluid forming an upper

boundary or lid then this is stable (i.e.R('...: R 't)'~ cri .
Once the region in which there is cooler fluid impinging from

above is passed by any fluid particle, then this particle is effectively

in an infinite fluid heated from below, an unstable situation (removal
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of the "lid"). We may thus formulate the fo1lowind dynamical

picture ~f the fluid motion:

The fluid flowing along the lower horizontal boundary

becomes unstable when the downdraft of colder fluid no longer acts

as a lid. It then forms a narrow upward jet of heated fluid (cf.

thermals). The center of this jet is cooled by outward conduc-

tion and convection as it travels upwards while the vertical heat

flux in the jet remains constant. On impinging on the upper layer

this jet spreads out along the plate after the heat has followed

the streamlines round the corner and conduction takes place within

a narrow horizontal layer which is stable to small perturbations.

The above process is then repeated.

This picture indicates that the extent of the horizontal

boundary layers should be approximated by L rather than by l.

as we have done in the calculations. However the stream function

is zero for ~ = L and thus the value of the edge stream function

was estimated for X = L:2 For consistency ¡3 had to be taken

equal to L
.2

also.

V. Comparison with other Work.

(i) The estimate of the Nusselt number obtained here is

tv~ .2)Rl with a large' possible error.

For turbulent motion at infinitePrandtl number and free bound-

ary conditions Herring4 has found that for maximum heat flux:

IV '; .31 Rg numerically, and

.29-
J.N-- lt:J analytically.
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.L

In the 1964 G.F.D. lecture notesS Orszag gives values of N-;.3bR3
\

"3and AI~ .L~R by tW? slightly different methods, again for tur-

bulent motion and free horizontal boundary conditions.

(ii) For Prandtl numbers of the order of unity Weinbaum6i .
gives values of IV?c.3S"RTf and Nx .1tt RV for natural convection

in a horizontal circular cylinder. Since he takes rigid boundary

conditions all round it is improbable that his work approximates

cellular convection phenomena in an infinite horizontal region.

He compares his result with the experimental work of Schmidt
i

and Saunders7 (l937) and states that they find N = ,231\'1. In these

experiments the ratio of the cell widths to the horizontal extent ofh. . f It e equipment varies rom îO to -i
if

and therefore the €xperi-

mental results cannot be compared with any confidence to theories

relating to either an infinite horizontal region or a totally en-

closed celL.

The author finds that Schmidt and Saunders do not quote any

form of the dependence of the Nusselt number on the Rayleigh number

but the results for water given in their figure 3 are equally we 1l, i
fitted by N::.JJ R3 and N'; .30 R-i.

We may conclude that Weinbaum has shown that for a cell en-

closed by rigid boundaries N -x . 3 R-l~ while this paper shows that for
i

cellular motion between free horizontal boundaries N-x .,-:)7f1 for

infinite Prandtl number. The dependence of the Nusselt number on the

Rayleigh number can be shown to be independent of the Prandtl number

ifci';i.-
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i.e. all boundaries rigid N=A (0-) R-a
,

l\ =' BCo-) K3all boundaries free

Neither of the theoretical results may be compared with confidence

to the available experimental results as these concern a fluid of

large horizontal extent between rigid horizontal boundaries.

We will now indicate a general method which leads to the

above dependences of the Nusselt number on the Rayleigh number.

Let f = R. 0. X.

e '" ec lX. è) + 6, (SJ ib) t

t:
R. P -Yn(L tf C X ¡ ~) ttV

= R. CL(tt;r)t
,0

If it is required that all terms in the equations are important

'0 (( -ma. d ((
for rigid boundaries ~ "V"R --, for free boundariesux. ~;G

-Y'~ êJ '-Cf
..R --

dX':l d)C:i
for both finite ("" 1) and infinite Prandt1 number:

and

that
oi

d q? in order to satisfy the boundary conditions, then

Horizontal boundary

Rigid boundary

I b _ .2
Yn::/) Cl:: Š') --i

Free boundary

lY=.2j a.:-t, b:: l

m :: ~; a.:. t ¡ b:: tVertical boundary i a. - i b - I'Y=~~ --q' -"'

We then arrive at Weinbaum's result for rigid vertical

boundaries. In this paper the values indicated by the free vertical

boundary conditions are chosen.

dition that ó9-(t .. R-rn ò"cp, is
~ ;r:i '8 ?-..

is the boundary condition.

On the horizontal boundaries the con-

relaxed and instead

.td CP = 0
Ò ;alL

As indicated in the next section the

method appears to fail for rigid horizontal boundaries.
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It has been noted that for a horizontal thermal boundary

layer rt¡ -v R. f/ and that this is of order unity for S :: R. -j- .

However. for d:= R. -~ , IZ r -- Tt -i and thus fi.s -~ 00 as R. -¿ 00 and

f(~ will reach the critical value for some finite, though large,

value of R.

VI. Rigid Horizontal Boundary Conditions.

We require the heat conducted in at the boundaries to be
,

-- R3 over a region .. 1 . This indicates a
(' _1
d -- R. J thermal

boundary layer. The vertical heat flux into this region must be

'" 1 and thus m'" 1 (previous notation).

Le. :: -l
-i :: 8,:~ CPo ("t) è) +- RY Cf (-xl)) f

9 = 8, (x, $) + .,.

J (~; 19) = \7~el and

.L

$ := R:3è

Then

Since equation

fl SSSs -= 0

.L
(42) has no decaying solutions we take lf= ll6L'" R. 3Cln

(42) .

within the boundary region and attempt to match this solution to

CP (X; i: ) i.e. CfLS3JS = 0 ; ~L= %LS = 0 oJ S:=O .

Then %L = a. (x.) S3 +- b(?:) S~

C 'k :0i. e. i-13L = a. x.) R;J ~:' + ~(X) R r

%Since ~o ~ ~ we are unable to match the two solutions.

We have therefore considered the following possibilities:

a) Velocity boundary layer of different thickness than the thermal

boundary layer.

b) Two velocity boundary layers. We require \7"rlj --R 7l in order to
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change the above b,oundary layer solution. However when matching is

attempted between the two boundary layers we find îl :: '/ R ~.

Three other possibilities may be suggested:

a)N,,R"' with-t ~ O(::~ and possibly 0( :. ~(r:). (As noted at the

end of V, if c( 0: ~ then R, Ó ~ 00 as K ~ = )

b) We have here assumed a length scale of order unity for the con-

vection cell, based on the experimental evidence available. How-

ever this may not be valid for our limiting process and perhaps

L -- R-a., L e . 1f:: 1fo (R Q. X) ~ ) .

c) In mixing-length turbulence theory Kraichnan8 shows that for

-0 N -3 -.Lr_8 J/ ? 0- '7 a.IS and very large '\ ,. "- q. /0 a- "t L(tn Ri .

Perhaps for rigid horizontal boundaries the Nusselt number has a

more complex form of Rayleigh number dependence than that chosen

here.

VII. Turbulence.

We have. assumed the cell to be stable for an infinite Prandtl

number and wish to find at what value of R the motion becomes tur-

bulent for finite large Prandtl number. This will be when the shear

term (u. '\ U ) become s important. The full equation is:

~ (i1.n)a :: \1'11 - RG it - t 'V P
~ M.. R%In the boundary layer LA. v U. r"

(S)

~~'i u. -- R e - R and thus
"R~/

term becomes important in the boundary layer for ërR =

4 -4 !!
In the interior u.. \l u .. 'R 3

\1'-¡;""R.~ 6-0

the shear

.J
R"o- _1"' 1
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and thus the shear term becomes important in the interior for

"R'!/ -0;: -I 1
0=/ R ~ := 1\ - C) - .

Our condition for the onset of turbulence is thus

'0 ~/3 -Ir\"T a- = constant. (43) .
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Wind-generated Internal Waves

Matthias Tomczak

The following work tries to answer the question whether a

wind which blows over the surface of a stratified ocean will give

rise to internal waves and how the vertical amplitude distribu-

tion of these waves looks. In order to make the problem consider-

ab 1y tractable, the calculation presented here is done under the

following assumptions.

l. The mean density l is independent of horizontal posi-

tion and increases exponentially with depth, so that

the Brunt-Vais'áiä frequency q is a constant:

r -ill-(î
.: P oLe-='o

2. The mean velocity is Ü. =: 0 ...
3. The depth of the ocean is constant.

4. The Corio lis parameter f is constant.

The basic equations

If we define
I P i f

-l=_ ,"R-=-f. p , where -p , ¡ are the pres-

sure and density fluctuations respectively, we get by using the

Boussinesq and the hydrostatic assumptions the following set of

linearized equations:
i

t.t +rv + rX - fLU-ëi: = 0

V t - -t u. .¡ -p; -)J V r e. ': 0
; -pI

-~R+iiò =0

Rt + ~ W :: 0

( l)

(2)

(3 )

( 4)
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Gt,x + v~ + W:r': 0 (indices denote differentiation) (S)

where (3) and (4) can be combined to

3J:W+?~t::O (6)
Here, X is directed towards the east, ~ towards the north and

~ downwards.

d ~..
We define the operator 1) ~ -- -~ ~ , multiply (1) byi't ô % 'i

f ' (2) by ~ and add the resulting equations, which leads to

( -::l) n I ID++ V=-.çíx-DP~ ( 7)

Similarly the equation

(It+.f'Ju= -Fr; -:Dr: can be obtained. (8)
We multiply (S) by (.n"'+ f:"), substitute u.)( and V~ by.

the aid of (7) and (8) and VV: from (6) and end up with an equa-

"D i :tion for r

D('P;)( + P; L1) + (D~++'~) Pi: t = 0(j jÇ1 (9)

The boundary conditions are

W =0
01.

-lJ 'at ':L)(

ôY .-
-,U ~ = L~

at the surface ~ = 0

where ~~ ~ d are the wind stress in x- and y-direction, res-

pectively, and U=V=W-=O at the bottom.

All boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of pI with

the aid of (6) - (8).
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Equation (9) for harmonic waves

We expect the fluctuations of the wind stress to cause wave

motion in the interior of the ocean, hence, to deal with the most

general case in respect to that, we assume for

Pi i -4J :;iJ,V¡W) ~R,1;)L~
í,1')('¡?,iHJ.)t)

Lj(x,;:f;2:)t) = ¿: r ~ l¥(~)eK r¡ w

(r"" .) Ti; no functions of r)

( lO)

So, (9) becomes

-1) (k 4- ?-i)Pi~)+ ~~ ~?+.r) pi!;! (¡:) = 0

-n .: A 1.;" r-Furthermore we set í(è') = 4- j e J and get
.:

':
:D~i.w..f'r'

J

1)'2" :i , ¡ø'2 1- (I.= -w + 2 t wp- i. i + /- ." J, ""
divided through ..wp.)

ßl;

rb+ ;¿i.uJ -/'_ (w?_+:i+i (k'i7"")?(;) t~ (k'+~~),:r;" ~ 'S "i'; wp. \i l"2.

(11)

, which yie lds (after having

:. 0 (12)

as the equivalent for (9).

To obtain the roots of (l2) approximately, we make use of

the scaling due to the Boussinesq approximation. If L is a typical

horizontal length scale (i.e. C",.: 1.:i).\), H a typical vertical

one (i. e. the depth of the ocean) and dL the thickness of the bound-

. L~ary layer, we have 3~ = W'i H~ (see F.Bretherton, 4th lecture, VoL.l)

provided w;::; f The terms of (12) therefore are of the order of

magni tude
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ali)' ç"+ oC ~~). !Jf+ 0 (~). (1 - ~:)('¡ 0 (d ~lH':)r: o(æt)~ 0

-t"- is a very small. quantity, but will not be neglected in the
W.,

following calculations so that all results are of first order with

.:
w i.

quantity, too, and we

respect to If fA is very sinall, cL2. .-- is a very small
/-..

Because we are

proceed to find zero and first order solu-

d. 'l

H"'
looking for internal waves we expect to find

tions with respect to

of the order of
1

H-i
cL'l1l2

, and (l2) becomes (to zero

solutions r 'J
In that case the significant

terms are those of the order of

order)
w2._~" r'i+ (k+1)~Ç,... ß"i -= 0) (13)

the roots of which are

r. = :t j(j(-;-tri~)f\ro J ': 7,2.j w"'-r'"
If 'Ç i is of the order of ~ ' it is easy to see that the impor-

J
tant terms of (l2) to zero order are

r"+ 0 CI1_ .. r2. ç:l
;2IUJ W-i' =.07 "u.. ( l4)

which has the roots

c ~ i: (1-i)/;'2;
SO PC~) is the sum of six waves, four of which only occur in the

j':3,tfJ!J~b

surface or bottom boundary layer. The amplitudes of the waves have

to be calculated by means of the boundary conditions. However, U

iand V are expressed in terms of P after dividing (7) and (8)
1- 1-

through 1) + f ' and for the zero order solÜtions
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-: ~ .. 'i , t"¡ t
D+f = - (w -r )+ 21.w¡U 'Jj' +,u'- ç J

,
is identically zero for J = 3, 4, 5, 60 Therefore, in the

boundary layer a first order solution has to be determined. This

r-._-is done by setting
)('" v- + 1'1 where
¡U

(12) then leads to

i w+-t
'; :: - 1-o ¡U is

the zero order solution.

3.1;X.,+ 1. iiU't"X-, -(w2.-f"")x.1-i (K+!)~r; )'0 t(K~~~3Ç =0 (15)

and we have

X =: i (/(ll.¡ rt) ~¡¿ X 0 -W(li+yt)j ro1 w
using (l4) for '~~ø

1

3 X,,"" + Lf ':OJ '?" - (w ~--f')

or,

x =
1

i (K~râ ~ r; ~ c - W(K:¡l(:2)~ ~
W

I

Xo'" +(W"- fa.)

which finally, after sub.stituting . X" ' givès

(It:+ 702)~ ro
i., = - :2w Lw+ t) (16)

or ç~ = _ i W ~f
J .

(K~+ r/) tj ç
..wiw+f) j' :: 3., If, s- b ( l7)

Solutions (l7) enable us to determine the amplitudes from the

boundary conditions. The set of equations to be solved is (sums
., ,

over j , j = l, 2, 0006)

Wen) =-0 4; ? ~ ~, A j = 0 ( 18)

W(H) :: c: ~ ~ r lr,H0 j e J Aj =0 ( 19)

U (H) :: 0 __ ¿-~k'+-t,?Di irjH A, _
(20)~- :DJ+fi- e J - 0

v( H) = 0
~ .... ¿ i1f- iKDJ ¿rJH A _

(21)" D;' +l'1 e J - 0
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d.v I :: -!1 -( ).
d ~ r::O. "u

~ 1. r. .-i k.f - t' ?J)j' . A. =
-: i:f +.ç~ J

,~í. ir¡t-i.kDj .A'=L 'Jj' 1) J + f :i J

Lx.

~ (22)cLu I :: - r~ .( ~
cL Z3 'i:::o P-

1:-~
¡t

(23 )

The coefficients in (l8) - (23) are rather complicated, and it

is not possible to simplify the occurring determinants very much.

The solution will therefore not be presented here. It is possi-

b1e, however, to get a solution for an infinite ly deep ocean

which might be of considerable significance.

Zero order solution for an infinitely deep ocean.

In this case one might start with equations (l), (2), (S)

and (6) and use assumption (LO). The resulting system can be

transformed by the aide of

'\ (Ç) = r'V (?)co ç ?d.~ ló- "t¡= u, V, p.
o QO .

W (0 = r W( è) lw r?- a. 'ê
o

(24)

(2S)

We then have

( i w + ¡U () U + t V + L k P =- i", (26)

(,' w +p. ç') V -r u .. 1.7 -p :: l~ (27)
- t P + ~r; W = 0 (All variables are (28)
'. tw

iKU + t.1\j + ( W: 0 variables of ç now) (29)

We solve the system for VI using Cramer' s rule and obtain

the equation

w( Ç)= -ip(k t +1( t~H~ (W(r(t'x +l(r~)+ it(¡zTX -k1:j)) k =
)J'" i;(,+:it~ t'- (Lw'"-t)+ oW, "'+r¡~, r:p. )1;'4+ (KtI(2)~~

3(()
P(O

(30)

The formula for reverting the transform is
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"'
w C~) == ~ r w( nStm (-:a ç

1\ 0

which can be replaced by

W(z-) = '\ ~. r2.W(Ç)e. "r\Lz
.. lit

-no

because W(r) is an odd function.

In order to determine the poles of VV( r), we have to

determine the roots of pCr)~ 0 which are known already from

(3l)

(32)

solving (l2) 0 However, because no poles must occur on the real

axis, it becomes important that 1)1 and r are approximate solu-.2

tions only and that the exact solutions have a small imaginary

part 0 We therefore check the sign of the imaginary part of the

exact solutions. p r'~ l WTo zero order in : ' f = 0 and ': ~ -i,. is an exact solution

(¡ø'2+ I.' ~)of (12). After dividing through) ~, (12) becomes

çlf . w
+ 1. ¡; 1": t (k..+r¿'))9/d :: 0~ W,M (33)

which has the solution

r ~ - i'.! of J - ~ + i. ( K...¡ r¿:¿ );; r.;')- - /. po" l' ¡U

:: -í ~ (7 :¡ 7 (7 -i 4~~~; raP-)%. ) (34)

lt ( k ~ n"J) D. ro )-
Keeping in mind that w3'" = S is of the order of

.."- .lol 1 , (34) gives (, and ~:i for the special case t:O
H'l

(Wo Krauss, 1965). Now, the point 7-i,=r-(Cbcp-ílwcp) is located

in the lower half plane, and its real part is l-t.cp=~ClCP'" 1-

Hence + ~ =f?(~~ -i$;n ~ ) has a real part
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R CO cp :: Vi + t: ~'. f 1+~cp\2 :i
= j J- + E: ... + r- -+ E.;L cc ~

:i - ~ 1
and we can therefore write

_ 7 + f- - i E. \ = + ~, - í 2'" (%I, ~ 0 , ž... ~ 0)oa i
11 i:i=- i 2~ (-1 t J1-i £') =- i:: (-t t i - i r:i) :: ~? 2. + i g '21- ~ 2,l 2)- i

This shows that the root with the positive imaginary part is

so that

ç¡ .

The same procedure goes through for ~ to, if one again

expects the imaginary part to be small and tries a solution for

(12) of the form Ç~D(£.'¡LßË"'(ol and ~of the same order).

" and ç2. occur to be the approximate solutions, and r, is
the root in the upper half plane.

If we now evaluate WC'i)according to (32) ,we close the

path of integration in the upper half plane and get contributions

from S¡ , ç LJ and C,. The corresponding amplitudes are given by

A. =- ~.2 (rj') (4 pi = ~)J ,?'(tJ) .j=11 
11, '" c.)

~=
1'(0

- t¡U (k t. +?1)Ç~ w(Kìl + ~ 't~) + it (lJ t"", -Krl;)

b).-iÇ'l.¡ 8-iW)LÇ'l-2CW:i-r)_'-L Ck...+l'..)ør,P
w

(35 )

With the scaling mentioned before the terms are of the following

order of magnitude:

~ (Ç1 ) ~ C ,(l;. t 1 ~ ) L- 1 w Cì C¿ ~ ) + 0 () (I) + i l 0 ( I ) J

pi 

(f7) = w~(6'O(~:)+8i .O(~:)-2(I-t:). OLI)-2£O(fi)J
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Hence taking into account terms of order of unity only,

A = - I w (1\ t; + "2 r~ ) + i t ( l? Lx - k L~ )J1 W"'_1-'2 W""t-.. (36)

Similarly

~ ( Ç4¡'b) = (i(t; + ~Ld) (-i w 0 C.I)+W o( i) + if o( i j

pl( r4¡h) =- w1-(6 .0(1) + 8 i.. 0(1)-:2 (1- t:). 0(1)- 2~~ OL~:)J

and therefore

A = - (id'x+,?7:~)(W:¡t)t w(id';+ Qr;)t tt(~rx -kl1)I.,'b -L,(w+t?"+ ßw(w+t)- 2.(w:l_ri.)

= .2 (Kt"l( + I?-ii; j:i l(l)C -K1''1 J2. w:¡f w+f
If we write A 1 in the form

A : W,,~~r-~)+ l(""t~tJ +:Í ft(~r-, -"t;J + ~(~Z;-"r- L1 w-+ wt-r t w-f w+r j

. 2.

(37)

we ge t

W(a) = A(e-rpi¡~cp"r -Clf; z=) + B (e.-ai¥:u Cll + ~ l. cg ~)

-+C(e-lß~Cf¡,i! -Cl'fr) + D(-e-Io,'a¡Qt'è +~ Mn Cf?-)

. fA ( -c¡ ~ ) ( -a: L -t )+'1 - ie If.aCP't~.tSÍCP,~ + Bie i¡c.CPi¡-?-w~Cl'è

-c (e -r,,,~.v Cf~~ -l s. q; ~) - .D(e -ÇCi. eCt cp~ ¡; + t ~CPI r )J

(38)

where

~j,

CP =
1

\
Ú'Í".¡rz')~ ro

w""-r-

E) :: lL Lx - ~L'j

J)S 2(w+.ç)

;:1~ ¡oo:;'

kt't.+rzT~
2.(w+f)

It is easily seen that the first five terms and the seventh term

satisfy the boundary condition VV(o) = 0 individually, and the sum of
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the remaining terms vanishes for è =0, too:

B (1 - £.) _ D(1"+£) _ l(Lx-kL~ (W--Ç _ u. +r \ = 0w OJ ~ w 1 (w-+) 2 (w -t~)

For ~ ~ ~ , where the Ekman-layer type solutions are negligible,

the complete solution is given by the sum of all components

w eX u e.)t):
K,7,JP i JI

W(kt)(+Y2L~) (I~:i+r¿a)3~ è
w"--f'l ~(K)( +Yliá + wt+ w'"r )+

. + of (vit~-k't~) 4-(k +l(ij + wt +/~-i~5j~ \ 1: ) .
w"'-t'2 x..i W"'-t

Discussion

Equation (39) describes travelling waves, which satisfy

the boundary conditions for the surface when the other two waves,

corresponding to r~ and ç, ' are added. This of course bas to

be expected, because no reflection can occur in an infinitely deep

ocean. However, if a wave starts at t.:: 0 travelling downwards,

the solution will be valid until the wave hits the bottom, in which

moment the three other types of waves will occur and together with

the obtained solution will add to a standing wave. That means that

the amplitudes A1 ' A 4 and A" will not change if the depth is

finite, and the problem of solving (l8) - (23) is reduced to the

question of solving (19) - (2l) only with known A1, Alf and A¡,o

Furthermore, if t = 0 we might expect plane waves and set V == ~ =' 0;

which, together with the fact that '3 = r" and (4 :: C. ' gives a

fairly simple set of only two equations with the two unknowns A2

and A3 and makes the first order problem considerably tractable.
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After having solved the first order problem for 1 = 0 , one

might have some ideas about the first order solution both in

jJ and ~ and the calculation can be carried through in that

case also. The present work is a first step in this direction.

The aim is to express the wave amplitude as a function of K

11 , Wand the spectral components 1;¡ Ii 1 wand r¡; rrr;w

of the wind stress which finally might enable us to calculate

the spectrum of the internal waves due to the known spectrum

of the wind stress fluctuations.
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A Simple Problem of Mixed Barotropic-Baroclinic Instability

William A. Bowman

Introduction. Barotropic instability results when perturbations

grow on a steady vertically uniform current. The energy for such a

growth is derived from the kinetic energy manifested in the horizon-

tal shear of the steady current. The vertical uniformity of the

steady current, demanded by the barotropic problem, follows directly

by assuming that the current considered is of planetary scale and

therefore in geostrophic and hydrostatic balance. For a steady

horizontally uniform current, it might be mentioned, the barotropic

case yie lds only stable Rossby waves.

Baroc1inic instability results from the potential energy of

the cross-current horizontal temperature gradient. Here, in contrast

with the barotropic case, the steady current is not uniform with

height. Each of these cases .leads to mathematically formidable

problems, which although tractable under certain idealizations,

neither has been solved in generality.

The mixed problem is no exception since it combines the two

cases of barotropic and baroclinic instability by including both hori-

zontal and vertical non-uniformity (shear) in the steady current. The

mixed problem therefore includes both sources of energy: kinetic and

potential. This paper represents an attempt to treat the mixed problem

by considering the simplest physical system capable of supporting such

instability. This system, which is described in the next section, as

we II as the formulation of the coupled equations, has been discussed by

Pedlosky (J .Atmos, Sci. 1964).
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Two-layer model. The first simplification will be to consider a

two-layer hydrostatic gravitationally stable model on the ¡S -plane

as illustrated in Figure 1.

H

F,

11,

h
H.2

J ti h-;

./ /' ./ ./ ./ ././ / ./ ) / / ()./

Fig. 1

Parameters of the upper layer are designated by subscript 1, and of

the lower layer by subscript 2. Each layer is, assumed to be homo-

geneous, incompressible and inviscid. The fluid is contained in an

annular region I j ¡:: L ~ 0$ ~ ~ â:i where J.2 is a free surface.

Basic equations. The fluid motion within the upper layer is governed

by the following set of equations:

i (à i i I d) I I I i I ( i I
\l'\-õt'+ \Y, ,\7 + W; 0-t. \~ t-~ 'i h/- t7. r 11-)( Wi) ==0

6'0 i i i Ò \( i i ( I r' i I I i Ò\V;2;+\V'\7 -lW, ~i) b¡+f)+ r,+t)\7.-W,+IK.\7W1X Obi =0

I 'ê I\J I. \V + 0 w¡ - 0V i ô'"'-
i (Ó i I) ~ -t J hI h' I

Wj, =. 'òt' + 
\V, . \J h', GV ~ = =., + h2,

i ( Ò I,) h I ~-l I hi
~ ""qt, +\\/I''V i.' cu J = :i

(1).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5 )

where hi is related to P'; through the hydrostatic equation p:~/(h'_i)=p:,
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Non-dimensional equations. In order to isolate the scale of motion

of interest the basic equations will be non-dimensionalized and ex-

panded in a power series of an appropriate small parameter. For

the planetary scale this small parameter is the Rossby number 1\0

In the definitions below, the absence of a prime indicates a non-

dimensional variable or constant.

(X ~ ~ I) 'à'):= L (X) Lj 1 S J) ? ~ =dY L

(\V~.U.';lf; W-')= V(w) U¡v¡ c§Rcw-) ,1\,= tL

(~i,t) : L/-u (Jt ) t)

t=-fc (I+ßRo~)
hi:: H (1+ 'R f....L~h\o ~ H )

h~= H~(i;-~+:-L~h:i)
tH'l

H :: Hi t 1-:2 is the scale he ight and ß'*:: tl,- ti ~.("' ~ is reduced
t,.

where

gravity. The non-dimensional equations are

'i:lh-V'.(IKXW,)+Ro\7.&t t\V1 o'V-p~lkX)\\I+'R:\7'url èJo"i =0 (6)

~. \Vl + Ro ~:t + \Vi' 9) r¡ + Av¡ +((1+ ß~)\7' \V~tR~lWj ;r +lk'lJ~x ôò~VJ := 0 (7)

V. \Vi + Roôòi = 0

+"L~ t-L..
"ROUJI-:"RtltH(;t +\V,.\))h) it ~ =()tRci iH h)

t~ ~ ~ .Rou. = 'Ro t H ~1 +\V,' 7) ~J aT ~:: (i + T?ii ;~~L h~) ~~

(8)

(9)

(10)

The coupled equations. Expanding in r(o yields the zero order

equations:
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:i (0) ( (0)
'V h - 'i · i k x Wi ).: 0 (11)

(0)
'i-\V == 0I

( 12)

and the first order equations

\i'h(~\7.(lkx \V:('))+\7-~~ +\",(0). \l-~~ Ik 'l)\VIU-) == 0

(I) (~ Co)) (0 cq)
\J . \Vi + ~ + \V; ','V Ji + (3 V :; 0

(13)

(14)

li) d ~.(o)
V.W, -+ Ò'â = 0

.. ..
Wi (o~ +; ~ ~t' 1" \Vi(o~ \7) h Co~ a: ~.: (It 'Ro f:-HL- h (0))o ~ ~
V, (0)= ; ~ ~~ + \V,'O). 'J) h~.), at ~ = Ú + Tt. ;\ fi ~') ~.

( 15)

( 16)

( 17)

\V (I) independent of height implies (15) may be integrated overi ..
the layer. Performing this intëgration and substituting from

(l4), (16) and (17) while assuming
r'" L~ C'~ :0~¿~ 1 ") ~ "- 1~H f Hi

yields the following expression in zero order quantities

('ë (0)) (L (0) (q)
. ~ -¡ \ Vi . \J (i~ Hi h 7. + r i + (3 ~) = 0 (18)

Equations (ll) and (l2) imply the existence of a stream function

having the form

(0) h Co)
I. =

i
( 19)

Assuming b. ~ /~1..cG 1 the hydrostatic equation for layer 2,

rz =: f~ ~ Ch~+ ~.. hi -~) (20)
leads similarly to
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(0 fl (0) (0)
Lf'2 = T:ihi +h-i ~ (2l)

the stream function for the lower layer. If the stream functions

(l9) and (2l) are of the form

LV = ll (lj) + 4J'(x.'~Jt) , (22)

where the bar designates the steady current and the prime the

perturbation superimposed thereon, equation (18) may be written

(after linearization)

rd êl~ d \rr ~ i (I ')~ ~~I d r .tw. - - il
~ -~ h"JLY' lV,tF¡ L¥:L-ltl )J+ø~ ê~ Lß~+ õ~-i+~(ll:i-~)J = 0 (23)

(\ i. "-_ t".. L
for layer 1 where I-i = 5i1 Hi' and

(~ - ~~ ~i)l\7'~ÚF,(w:-wJF;~ ~ V~ 'r;; +F.C~- ~~J ~ 0, (24)

L 2 F. ~ ~ L~ '.for ayer where ~ = * H . If the perturbation stream
~ "4

ri ,:/~ (x-et) J kfunction has the form ~ Lo/(~) e where is the wave number

and C is the phase speed, (23) and (24) become.. -
(ÜI-C)~t~~-f')CPI+CPI eLl;, ::R L~Ü2-CP,-U.ltC(Cf2.-~;)J (25)

(¡¡,-C)~~'-') 7, + cp, d.l~' =E L If, c:,-~ ¡¡ +c (cp, - 4;) J (26)

where ~i fa.:i is the absolute vorticity of the steady current in

layers 1, 2 respectively. Equations (25) and (26) form an ener-

getically coupled set which governs the motion throughout the fluid.

The terms on the right-hand side of the two equations are referred to

as the coupling terms. When these terms are small, the motions in

each layer become independent and the layers are said to be decoupled.
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This decoup1ing can occur when the characteristic length scale,

l , is small or when the static stability is large, i.e. whenever

F is small. We shall make use of this fact in the discussion

which follows.

Barotropic problem. For F, =~ = F, small enough for decoup1ing,

consider a steady non-uniform current U, in the upper layer.

Specifically, let the horizontal shear (relative vorticity) be con-

centrated at the vertical interface at ~ = 0 as illustrated inFigure 2. H
LAi ER 1

L., =. -v 0., = V t

00 0
H:i

_00~~
Fig. 2

Here, Ll, is given by the de 1 ta- funct ion

u. :: -V~y) (27)
i

where V ~ 0 , and which has a zero order discontinuity at ~ = 0

This is the Helmholtz instability problem which has been discussed,

for example, by Howard (G.F.D., 1960) in the case of a non-rotating

system. Under the ~ -plane approximation, the boundary conditions

derived by Howard are also applicable to this problem, viz.,

(ü. - C) d.rp_d.~

ct-u cp

cl~
ar cp

u.-C
continuous at
the interface (28)

and ,~ finite as ~-~ +
00
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for cp bounded on O-c: ~ ~ 0+ and Ci =1 O. Equation (24) reduces

to

(J)~- ~ '2( I + VR JJ cp :: 0 (29)VT~+C. '
where 1)"2= ftt".. and ~ = 1'~ is the Rossby phase speed. Equation

(29) has a solution

ço = ¡p Sf ~)""+ sr ~ L "- (¡ + V~:3 +J ~ n (30)

which must satisfy the jump conditions (28). For Ci:/ 0 and

c4= -V~ ~ (28) requires that

(V-C/(I- ~L (v+ d (1+ ;;Ji (3l)

which reduces to the cubic

3 3 .. -i -i 'iC +iT v; c + Vc+ t~ V = 0 (32)

with roots . ..:i
p+ ~ ) w-p + w i ' (J F + W1r

-1+i.v'
2.where W =

and

p+ f- y'+ (( ~~_(Jb V;v~' +

i=tf - y3 _ ((j¥/_ ~b~VR)~+

:i J~J4
(4Vv;) - i V;

'J I~
(4lJ~2) _ ~ V~t.Ji S3

When ~ = 0 the solution reduces to C. = j: 1r~ , the solution to the

Helmholtz instability problem in the non-rotating case. Equivalent

results apply to layer 2.

Baroc1inic problem. For ~ =F; =F, &ufficient1y large that the layers

remain coupled, consider a steady uniform current Lti= V;: Oin layer

land U.z ': 0 in layer 2, as in Figure 3.
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o -L
H

ll, =- V

H'l

u. = 0i

/ 10
Fig.3

In the baroclinic problem the vertical shear is concentrated in

the interface with mean height H 2.' Equations (25) and (26)

become

(v- c)(D"--lt)~ +ß9? = FC-Cf V + c(cp" -a;)J

-c (I/-1t) a? + ß CP =.F f q;:; V t c (~ - (p)7

(33)

(34 )

with boundary conditions ~ = ~ = 0 at ~ = 0) - L .

The problem has solutions 1

cp = A Wn .e ~ ? o/i. -= B Wn ¿ ~ l = :nTh
L.

which leads to a pair of homogeneous algebraic equations, the

determinant of the coefficients of which must be zero. Tha tis

(V-c)((\ 1l"L) - /3 - Fe -F(V - c)

__ Fe C (.e...¡ ~) + 13 - F (V - c)
= 0,

i

anq the phase speed follows

2.(~) J~;
i 1.(X+/) -4 i 4X L. -I +1 ~

C=,Vr("ï- :2x-+/J-'"L (2.~+I)'i ) (35 )

1

-t can assume any value as L-?co, i.e., get finite oscillation.
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where ;x = F and LA = fi/v
l-'J+-k'- () .¿t.+Æ"

the condition for instability

The discriminant of (35) yields

F2;? (.e2~k~/(I_ -l:)-I (36)

where ~ == e::'k.. is the Rossby phase speed for this problem. It

is interesting to consider the case of marginal stability for which

-i
If = (2 Fß f (l..+ -A" r~

(.2F?-(ll~2r
(37)

The curve for this equation is i1 lustrated in Figure 4, in which

l'
V

I.ns t a.b Ie

sra.b / e

o F (e"+ f?") -4 ~F
Fig.4

the abscissa is wave number and the ordinate is vertical shear.

The point of minimum neutrality is given by the coordinates

(lr FJ ;3;1=) , and the 10ng- and short-wave cutoffs are represented
by the asymptotes at (.e'2+ k~ = 0) 2 F The figure also indicates

that l3 has a stabilizing influence.
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Mixed barotropic-baroclinic problem. For r= =- F'i = F , sufficiently

large, let u:, =- ü for ~.( 0; and iI,::y:tv for y;/ 0 also let u2= 0

as indicated in Figure 5.

Û-i ,;Y LA , =. V

-
U'- :; 0

H

H2o

ac o o
_00

Fig. 5

Equations (33) and (34) apply directly for ~ ¿: 0, viz.

C(V-c)(D=k2o)+,ß+ FcJCP- + F(v-cJCP;¡- = 0 (38)

(-c (D"'-f/")+1. -FCV-cÜ~- +F(-c)cp-= 0 (39)
and for ~:; Cl

((y-c)(D:'k~)-tß+FcJ1O; +F LY-cJ 0/: = 0

(-cCil-k1)+l3-¡=(Y- cìJc;; +F (-cJ cp,+ = 0

(40)

(41)

The boundary conditions for this problem are, for layer 1

(v - C).D cp ~ = (y - C ) IJ CA .¡

qJ- +~ =.LV-C ïf-C
(42)

cp finite as & -7 :t 00
and for layer 2

1) m- = DCA-t1'2 :i
cp~ '" (Pi.t (43 )

~2 finite as 'j.-:: 00
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where the superscripts refer to the sign of ~ ' i.e. (+) refers

to the 1eft- and (-) to the right-hand side of the vertical inter-

face at ~:: CJ (c. f. Figure 5). The equations (38) through (41)

have solutions
- 4 i.. 1..

cp:: '\ C\'e · dI -i ~

- ~ 'i(V-c)('(~_k").t!'.';F(~.J rL1.cp :: - L C., . ....- e j~ . 1- . f:(V-c) (44)

and
. + 4 I. 5'4-
(() == ~ o. e. ~ 0ì I 1L.

cp-l= _ t bi r Cy-c.)(sl-~:i)T,?-t Fe --J'" eSL~2. I L 1- (v- c) (45)

where each of. the four :ioots are given by

r- _2 f ilC . i ì-3.
r:: z ~k-i+ -(8 -F1r)(2C .'Ll'-lFc"li ,/ Uß-FVX2C~Ù2.T:?Fc:J-4ß c(ir-c)F(v-.ic)-4JI :2c(v-c) J,

J.

5= + f,i.z + -(ß -¡:v)(~I.-y) -:i Fc" :!l~(/3-FY)(~C -v) 

+.2 Fc'J ': 4/3 Cc(v-c)J rr-(y-ic) -ßJ i l""-C 2c(Y-c) J
The general functions (44) and (45) involve eight arbitrary constants

which can be evaluated by means of the eight boundary conditions (42)

and (43). Having closed our system let us now simplify it by assum-

where

ing ß == O. Under this condition

r==:tnl-x-kY¿

ll = (1 - L r ev-c)..+c..J ì-3L 'k"" L C(V-C) J
s=-xh,i:k)C

i

X:: (1 -£ r (V-c)"' C"-JJîL- h'J. L c:(v-c)

and

whe re
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Since the roots .i k are real the condition that the cpi. remain

finite requires Y; :: It , $,:: -h. On the other hand, r¿ and 'X

may be real in which case Y2:: k ì1 and 5~ = -h X ; orl¿ and X may

be complex and '1¡3==iAr¡ ,s-i,3=.ikX (complex conjugates). In either

case the growing modes Y4 == -k, S1:= k , are excluded by taking

0.4 :: b1 = O. If all roots are real theri Q.3:: Q~ :: bJ = hT = 0

and four arbitrary constants must be evaluated using the jump con-

ditions at ~::O. If YL and X are complex we will choose

Cl '3 = bJ = 0 arbitrari1y2. The problem then becomes that of eval-

uating the four arbitrary constants Q." Q..2 l hi and b.2' With the

problem thus defined (44) and (45) may be rewritten

- k~ kì?i.
qJ=Q.¡e +Cì:¡e

cp,.- = a.IC ek~+ Q.i-(D-C) ekr¡~.. 11- C C (46)

and

.¡ b -k'¡ i -1-'Xif
CPt = ie +t::¡e

CPt 1.. -h~ O2 

(y-c) -kX'--::- e -I e d:i Y-c Co (47)

The jump conditions (42) and (43) yield the homogeneous system

Q,-V + 0-2. l? -- + bi + b1 X :. 0

0., + ci~ -bv-b -i = 0, 2
a.ie + O-')cr '7 + b1c V + h.ilX -i = 0

Q.¡c + a.:2U - b,c v- b;i LV :. 0

(48)

2In such situations one can usually apply some radiation condition in

the problem in order to decide which is the appropriate root, but in
this case such a condition is not obvious.
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where
.1 2-

i) = v-c :: (0)'. r:= _ (V-C))Y -c 1:) c
2-

L= _ (-V-C)
C.

and n= 11+ F (o--c.)J-3 X ~ r1+£'(L-C. 'Jl. l L rF \ v- C J L h 2. -y - c / .

From (48) we require

v

c

c.

or

c(cr-tf~. c1Z-t-a-L -.3cr+ 2 C~- C ci~ + r:(O"~rsT- 3~(Í+~ C'J_c.1:)X (50)

Equation (50) is a complicated twe 1fth-order expression in the

phase speed C . Such an equation is normally soluble only by

numerical techniques. However, there are seve.ral interesting

results from (50) which do not require direct extraction of roots.

First, by letting V=V, and hl() 1\ 'X .. ¿l two of the

roots3 of (50) are found to be those given by (35) when ~ = 0

Similarly, if y= -V and F = 0 two of the roots3 are C = :t V~.

That is, (50) contains both the solutions of the baroc1inic problem

and the solutions of the barotropic problem. These solutions may

be thought of as representing independent extremes of the mixed

problem, with all intermediate solutions as yet undetermined.

This idea suggests another approach. Name ly, what is the effect of

a small baroclinicity on the barotropic mode? This question is

30ther roots which appear are extraneous since they lead to trivial

eigenfunctions (zero amplitude waves) when substituted into (48).
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easily answered by differentiating (50) with respect to F and

evaluating the result at C,:~:! 11 as F -70. Performing the first

two steps yie lds

I" ~~ = :~ (~l-3¿) ~~ - ~~Ú +i)r ;'X(4 i¿) ~~ + ~~ (t:t i) +

+-4:'1(9 3:4i) ~~ +4X(7 +4i)~. (51)

As F~o)~ and 'X-'1 and (5l) reduc~s to
Vi.

:¡ (2.k)'2

Be I
01=

Co :!i.n

F=O

=
(52)

Equation (52) states that the fractional change of phase speed

with respect to ~ is inverse 1y proportional to the square of the

wave number. This implies that the effect of small baroclinicity

on the barotropic mode is greater for smaller wave number, i.e.

long waves. Furthermore, the baroc1inicity has a stabilizing

(destabilizing) effect on the growing (decaying) barotropic mode.

Further suggestions.. The other approximation, name 1y that of

determining the effect of a small horizontal shear on the baro-

clinic mode, can also be studied. Following this, equation (50)

can be solved numerically with the results above, no doubt, pro-

viding some assistance.. The simplifications ¡3 l 0 and F, = F: =F

should also be removed if possible. Finally it would be in~erest-

ing to construct the eigenfunctions for the problem and then deter-

mine the circulation in the two layers as we II as the energy con~

versions for the mixed problem. This can be done by evaluating the
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arbitrary constants (except for one) of (48) (or its equivalent

for the complete problem) and substituting the eigenvalues from

the equivalent of (46) and (47) into the energy equations which

follows from (23) and (24).
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ERRTA

p.79: Appendix, line 7, the buoyancy force should read:

toC~'J(t+.2r/+t)(J-~/J)+ ~o.6iJ((t qJ-P/t:2Y')

p.71: The geometrical term has been omitted from the formula

for the heat transport, which should read:

cL Qr:: C Jm(:a)~)i Yì (~o;t(l-~fI~ 8Ci!l~ e&Jt)tL(r-J.i ~Jt.) d. R

and should be included in the integrals on page 72.

p.82: The convectíve luminosity then becomes:

Lc · 4" ~~Cf'~1(I+l ~ é. ¡w~/(Oc, ,t~¡J (r.,.)"h (~J,)1J &" d.i;

and equation (A7) becomes:

-e: = n v- ¡,O()'B + (-l p' +r-') 1;Q/~ (i - ; O(+- t'ol Q+ t d. (i .¡ ol~i. D (1- L'~ B) -

'P i ).. I . i i I( ') (I .. I - t/ --1'0( ("7 +2r 73+ l + ~ r'+ .2 1+1:;:- ..\~ + 3t )(1- loi)"B +2.rcl- ;r;) B

which includes a further correction of an algebraic error.

p. 83: The equation following equation (All) is now:I ( _ L
.e~:: ~ ~2.¿ '- -10( -t ~Q( (2. l..)(I_j~ Sf Il ;~ L( J -i ICX) B + ~)-J/ ~I

+ li'l r- 2. r 2. - Îd. +-~ +--h cX~+ j d. )(/_ ¡eX) ãJ + .2 (1- í ol) l-7 tol L J- eX-i
which means that equations (5.13) and (5 .l4) become

p.74: L L¡ 2 i ( I iL ')( ')-1 i.O-/i;):: -:i 2-/eK+ t-+î~ + 10( 1-~0( B - :i ,c:r '1+0( 1-1 d.
and Lc.p = d'1;:oi:)(2-lo(-tol(2i-0(J-iae)73f+l+ ~(I-l.í~)73-g. "L' (f II +01'-)

respectively.

The new formulae reduce to the same linit as rX-; 0 but for 0(== /



ERRATA (continued)

p.76:

S eo, - ~ + (2'KT .L Xì __ ,p3f(I.I-),:)iJ) + ;¿-iJ j .t-' ''') 1+ 1. v k
I-O-/y + O./y'"

(1- ()~';'/f()+ i v)
approximately.

The effect of convection could be to destabilize if Jt

is small.

p .108: Second paragraph of (ii): Delete complete sentence:

"In these experiments the ratio of the ce 11 widths or a

totally enclosed cell'I ,

p .l08: Third paragraph of (ii): first sentence: delete "but

the results for water g~ven in their figure 3 are equally well

fitted by N... II R. £, and N ~ 30 1t1t " , Add here the following

sentence: IiSince the range of Rayleigh number for which this

motion is cellular is l,700 to 45,000 it is not possible using
i

this data to differentiate between a f( 7í Nusselt number depen..
i

dene:e aDd a ft '3 Nusselt number dependence",


